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FOREWORD
Air power doctrine is comprised of both a formal literature such as the Army's
Field Manual 100-20, Command and Employment of Air Power (published
during World War II), or today's Air Force Manual 1-1, Basic Aerospace
Doctrine of the United States Air Force, and an informal and uncodified set of
doctrinal perceptions that, although they are not in the official literature, affect
the way our military forces do business. This second category, the unofficial
doctrine, represents a sort of corporate consensus of "how we really do
business" and is generally based on a combination of "real world" observations
and political necessity. This study addressed just such an unofficial doctrine.
A persistent legacy of the World War 11 era of strategic bombardment and the
postwar requirement for nuclear deterrence is the association of long-range
combat aircraft (bombers) with the strategic nuclear mission and, conversely, the
assumption that the far more likely nonnuclear conflicts will be handled by the
"tactical" elements of our aerospace forces, our fighters. This study offers a
serious alternative to this "aerospace folklore. "
The proposals put forth here are based on the indivisible air power concept
which suggests that strategic and tactical classifications are purely transitory and
depend on how a weapon is used, not on its size, speed, range, payload,
employment medium (space or air), or service or command affiliation. The
doctrinal framework presented in this study, if applied to all our aerospace
systems, should result in a far more flexible aerospace force structure, one that
gets the most from our increasingly expensive and limited assets. More
important, it should improve our ability to rapidly respond to global crisis and
conflict and to apply the appropriate level of force at the right place and the right
time.

DONALD D. STEVENS
Colonel, USAF
Commander
Center for Aerospace Doctrine,
Research, and Education
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CHAPTER 1

A MATTER OF DOCTRINE
Gordon McCormick recently observed that "history suggests that the principal
catalyst of doctrinal change is military disaster."' Unfortunately, even though
there are examples to the contrary, McCormick's association of doctrine and
calamity is essentially valid. A detailed historical analysis of this premise would
be beyond the scope of this volume; others have dealt with this subject very
well.2 However, some glaring examples come immediately to mind: the
slaughter in the mire of World War I trenches caused to a major extent by a
religious adherence by both sides to the spirit of the offense; the virtual
strangulation of the British Isles during the first years of World War I1 for lack of
antisubmarine warfare training and equipment even though the effectiveness of
the submarine was proven during the previous war; and, of course, the
prohibitive losses suffered by US bombers early in the European "strategic" air
war due to Air Corps insistence on unescorted bomber penetrations (as compared I
to their splendid success after escorts were provided).
These lessons, which evoke images of mounted cavalry with sword and lance!
charging into the murderous fire of machine guns and repeating rifles, are vivid;
testament to the tenacity of doctrinal theory based on organizational biases. They
document the fact that doctrine has a tendency to develop a life of its own and,
outlive its usefulness. McCormick concludes that "if we are to avoid such,,
failures in the future, doctrinal innovation must become a natural part of!
planr~ing."~We cannot assume that established doctrine has an inherent1
[enduringcharacter regardless of institutional legitimacy. We must therefore be*
/willingto revise our fundamental beliefs as the military environment warrants.

4;
I

Definitions

1

1

That is what doctrine i e a set of fundamental beliefs--or, as Dr I. B. Holley j
defines it:
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Doctrine is officially approved prescriptions of the best way to do a job. Doctrine is, or should
be, the product of experience. Doctrine is what experiencebas shown usually works best?

Doctrine is not a statement of national policy or even military strategy; it is
nothing more than a set of beliefs based on historic precedent that forms a
framework for military action. It is a component or input-along with foreign
and domestic politicd and economic considerations, threats, geography and
cultural norms (in Soviet terms, the "correlation of forcesw)--that
eventually
determines the course or strategy a nation may take in pursuing its national
objectives. For the soldier, sailor, or airman, it is a guide to the proper
employment of the elements of military power-the best way to do a job. It is a
point of departure for military recommendations. Doctrine must be flexible and
frequently reviewed to allow for changes in the technology of warfare or the
experience base (through actual conflict or exercises). Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) Publication 1, Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (the official
listing of Defense Department terminology), defines doctrine as the
fundamental principles by which the military forces or elements thereof guide their actions in
support of national objectives. It is authoritativebut requiresjudgment in application.5

The US Air Force discusses doctrine in the following way:
Once the decision to use military force is made, doctrine describes the best way to employ
military forces to achieve obje~tives.~

When all is said and done, this monograph is about doctrine-aerospace
doctrine. It is an attempt to distill a set of principles from historic precedent as
modified by advances in technology. It has as one vitally important goal the
avoidance of disaster by making doctrinal innovation an integral part of
planning. It attempts to bring down the monuments to interservice and
intraservice rivalry by suggesting both organizational and force structures that
complement theater requirements and by advancing the idea of indivisible air
power-a concept that insists there is no such thing as an inherently strategic or
tactical or even nuclear weapon system.
This paper will assert that the United States can no longer afford to dedicate
aerospace forces to what are fast becoming artificially imposed mission
categories-"strategic
deterrence, " "tactical air warfare," "theater nuclear
deterrence," "tactical or strategic airlift," and others. Instead, it will insist that
aerospace power should be applied from an integrated, global perspective
according to the individual (weapon and carrier) system's ability to accomplish
the mission at hand. Whether a system is strategic, tactical, offensive, or
defensive is determined by how it is used-how it can be used-and not by
predetermined notions of function (such as "strategic bomber," "tactical
fighter," etc.). Gen Bruce K. Holloway, former commander in chief of Strategic
Air Command, recently wrote that the indivisible air power concept "offers an
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escape from the costly myopia in the US defense establishment that confuses the
needs of warfighting with bureaucratic biases.
This idea, the concept of indivisible air power, is not new. It has been around
since at least the immediate post-World War I1 era when such noteworthy air
power advocates as Gen Hoyt Vandenberg supported an end to the parochial
strategicltactical division of labor. However, since General Vandenberg
advanced his theories in the early 1950s, the concept has been overcome by the
requirements of nuclear deterrence and the realities of budget allocations. Since
that time when we were still sorting through the lessons of World War I1 and
developing a way to manage the emerging nuclear nemesis, we have become so
immersed in the mythology of nuclear deterrence and so accustomed to the
presence of "strategic forces"-nuclear bombers, nuclear missiles, and nuclear
submarines-as to lose sight of the real military value of a large portion of our
military forces.
By the same token, even during the era of flexible response, air power
flexibility was limited. One writer summed the problem up in this way:

"'

Strategic Air Command bombers were "strategic retaliatory," the words nuclear and strategic
now being roughly equivalent. Tactical air power came under the more general rubric of
"general purpose forces." The flexibility in the response was to come from increases in the
general purpose forces.'

A reasoned analysis of our wartime experience would reveal that our
"tactical" air forces are no more just theater-oriented conventional warfighters
than our long-range bombers are purely doomsday machines of "strategic
deterrence" aimed at the USSR. Yet that is precisely how many in the US and
d i e d civilian community, the political leadership, and even the upper levels of
the military hierarchy see them. Over the past 40 years the words "strategic
nuclear" have been increasingly associated with those air power assets having a
long-range combat capability such as the heavy bomber or the intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM). In the same manner, "tactical" has to many come to
represent those forces available for conventional warfare-the
forces that
operated in Vietnam or Grenada-with little thought being given to strategic
application, even though we have applied our air assets in a far more flexible
manner in wartime.

Direction
The purpose of the following discussion is to attempt to dispel these
admittedly unofficial but nonetheless damaging notions and to suggest an air
power doctrine based on flexibility, indivisibility, and global capability-to
continue with and expand on the indivisible air power concept resurrected from
its peacetime doctrinal coma by the most recent statement of Air Force basic
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doctrine, Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United
States Air Force. In discussing this concept, Col Clifford Krieger (former chief
of the Air Staff office responsible for publishing air doctrine) wrote that even
though the indivisible air power idea has been addressed at least briefly in AFM
1-1, "this is an area where our understanding of our doctrine must be refined. "9
This volume attempts to fulfill Colonel Krieger's request. It will do so in the four
chapters to follow.
The second chapter will briefly examine the wartime utilization of air power.
The history of air warfare from World War I1 through Korea and Vietnam is
replete with examples of how the traditional strategic and tactical organizational
barriers were crossed in times of necessity--of tactical forces supporting and
accomplishing strategic missions, and of strategic elements being successfully
used for tactical operations. Yet, as in pre-World War I1 doctrine, interwar
national policy and military doctrine insisted on a division of labor between what
we called strategic and tactical air forces.
The third chapter will discuss the effects of technology on doctrinal
evolution-how new weapons, planes, computers, and materials will enhance
our ability to apply aerospace power in an increasingly flexible manner on a
global scale. Today, technology in the form of long-range standoff "smart"
weapons, more efficient and powerful engines, and lighter and less radar
reflective materials (to name just a few) is improving the capability of all the
facets of military air power to perform numerous missions across the spectrum of
conflict from low-level precision strikes on guerilla forces to an all-out nuclear
(or nonnuclear) homeland exchange. The inherent characteristics of a particular
aircraft such as speed, maneuverability, range, or heavy payload are being
enhanced by technological innovation while weaknesses are increasingly being
compensated for by the speed, range, agility, and destructiveness of the weapons
they carry.
While acknowledging the importance of technology in improving the "tools
of deterrence" and offsetting the SovietIAmerican numerical imbalance, this
discussion would be remiss in its primary doctrinal duties if it did not point out
the pitfalls of a myopic pursuit of the philosophers' stone of military technology.
There comes a time when even the most expensive, sophisticated systems can be
overwhelmed; a time when, given roughly equivalent capabilities (or even
significant disparities), that the side with the superior doctrine and the best
training and leadership will win. Moreover, there are the problems directly
associated with the technology itself-higher costs forcing fewer weapons, the
blurring of the historic nuclear/conventional firebreak, and the requirement for
increasing numbers of technically skilled personnel to man and repair hi-tech
systems.
This book advocates the advancement of military technology while warning
against a "gadget mentality." It stresses, as all doctrinal studies should, a
balanced approach to the military art-one that treats the requirement for
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effective doctrine, strategy and tactics and the need for advanced weapon
systems with equal regard.
The fourth chapter will combine the previous three into a general discussion of
current and suggested future aerospace doctrine. It will begin by stressing the
the terms
concepts contained in the most recent edition of AFM 1-1-that
"strategic" and "tactical" refer to actions required, not forces employed, and
that aerospace power should be applied for strategic and tactical action as an
indivisible entity. The chapter's main theme is that aerospace doctrine must
reflect the lessons of history as modified or magnified by the advances of
technology. It must stress in positive terms that air power is flexible and is most
effective when applied from a global perspective. This means that aerospace (not
air and space) power must be seen less as tactical, strategic, or even theater but
as a global power capable of conducting strategic or tactical, space or terrestrial,
nuclear or conventional operations. Aerospace doctrine should insist that
aerospace forces are not tied to a specific command structure, environment,
theater of operation, or type of weapon.
The final chapter will present recommendations and the conclusion. Its theme
is balance-a balance of strategic and tactical, nuclear and nonnuclear forces; a
balanced approach to organizational structure; and a balanced defense policy in
which arms and arms control elements are equal. The object here is to place both
the forest and the trees in clear focus-avoiding a cure-all (gadget or arms
control) approach to defense problems while at the same time taking advantage
of new technologies and tactics. This approach advocates a balanced aerospace
offense and defense that is capable of both independent global-scale operations
as well as direct support of theater requirements. It further stresses an arms
control posture that supports this goal by recognizing its role in support of rather
than independence of national security policy.
In 1970 Perry M. Smith, now an Air Force major general and commandant of
the National War College, wrote:
Once a military doctrine is established it is difficult to change, especially if technological
advancement in weaponry seriously brings into question a doctrine upon which a specific
military service is based. Like policy, doctrine has a gyroscopic effect.''

As we shall see in the next chapter, the US Air Force was built on the concept
of strategic air power. Pre-World War 11 doctrine stressed the invincibility of
massed bomber formations, and postwar doctrine was firmly centered on the
need for strategic nuclear bombardment. Both our prewar and postwar doctrines
neglected the requirement for flexibility in air power application. Today we
realize that nuclear attack is not the only mission of air power, but we have
retained much of the conceptual baggage generated during the era of massive
retaliation and nurtured by the mutual assured destruction (MAD) theory. We
still in many ways associate bombers with the strategic nuclear mission and
visions of decimated societies and nuclear wastelands. This causes severe
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problems as these perceptions are carried over to the arms control arena where
"nuclear delivery systems" such as the B-52 or B-1B are limited by
international treaty with apparent minimal regard for their tremendous
nonnuclear utility. Have we forgotten or simply ignored the repeated lessons of
warfare that clearly demonstrated the need for a balanced force? Has the need to
justify itself before those with the national purse strings become the overriding
factor in Air Force planning? The gyroscopic effect described by General Smith
is still with us.
Despite the many lessons of World War 11, Korea, and Vietnam, we still insist
during the annual budget battles that our bombers be placed under the heading of
strategic nuclear forces and our fighters under tactical forces. This volume will
attempt to change some of these perceptions but hopefully will not simply
replace one "gyroscope" with another. Aerospace doctrine should be as flexible
and subject to change as the forces it supports, for it is the military force that
recognizes or perhaps even causes change that will have the greatest chance of
emerging victorious in future conflict.
In discussing aerospace doctrine this study will frequently compare two
particular elements of aerospace power, the fighter and the bomber (or longrange combat aircraft). These are used because they are easily recognizable
representatives of the traditional strategic and tactical components of aerospace
forces and are not selected to avoid discussion of other types of aerospace
hardware such as airlifters, reconnaissance systems, or special operations forces.
These latter systems will be only briefly discussed since the basic principles
surrounding the application of aerospace power to strategic and tactical actions
apply to these systems as well as to the more traditional "firepower delivery"
aircraft.
The first step in the development of a doctrine that emphasizes the flexibility
and indivisible nature of air power is to briefly review the history of US air
power employment-the basic "stuff" of doctrine. In this case, the discussion
will begin with World War 11.
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CHAPTER 2

THE HISTORIC PRECEDENT:
A REQUIREMENT FOR FLEXIBILITY
Aii power is indivisible. We don't speak of a "strategic" or a "tactical" Army or Navy, yet
those terms constantly are applied to the Air Force.
The overriding purpose of every plane, whether it is a bomber or a fighter, is to win the air
battle on which final victory on land or sea is predicated.'
Gen Hoyt S. Vandenberg, 1951

These words are just as relevant today as they were in 1951-at a time when
the lessons of the most catastrophic war in history were still fresh in the minds of
those who fought it and when new lessons were being learned and old lessons
reinforced on and above the Korean peninsula. During these conflicts air
doctrine had come of age. The Air Corps, and later the Air Force, had proved
that air power, while not the absolutely decisive element envisioned by some
pre-World War I1 air power advocates, was nonetheless crucial to successful
military operations in all theaters.
We had learned, contrary to prevailing prewar wisdom, that no specific
element of air power was supreme-not the bomber or the fighter, or more
generally as General Vandenberg saw it, not the "strategic" or "tactical".air
forces. Both were vital to attaining air superiority and destroying the enemy's
ability to wage war. In other words, air power was indeed indivisible. Bombers
required fighter escort to successfully accomplish their strategic mission, and, as
a by-product of these combined bomberlfighter operations, to destroy the enemy
air force (perceived as a tactical requirement).

The Lessons of War
Unfortunately, we tend to forget the lessons of war during our peacetime
struggles to formulate coherent air power doctrine within an environment of
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"nuclear reality" and fiscal restraint. We have assumed that somehow the
requirements have changed and that the ominous presence of nuclear weapons
has altered the proven interrelationship between "strategic" and "tactical"
forces and the missions they accomplish. We have allowed the supreme
requirement of preventing nuclear war to color our perceptions of how to apply
aerospace power in nuclear or nonnuclear warfare.
As a result, the concept of strategic air power has come to be associated almost
exclusively with nuclear weaponry while tactical systems are seen as carrying
the burden of conventional warfare. Many civilian and military leaders have
associated the strategic nuclear mission, and therefore the requirements of
deterrence, with bomber aircraft while assuming that "the fighting" will be
done by F-15, F-16, and F-1 11 aircraft. This perspective has diluted the prime
attribute of aerospace forces whether bomber, fighter, or satellite-flexibility. In
1950 Col Dale 0.Smith and Maj Gen John DeF. Barker discussed the
requirement for flexibility.
One of the greatest strengths of an airplane is in its flexibility. . . . The airplane can be used
for many military purposes, and it has a mobility that surpasses any other man-canying
weapon. To tie this versatile instrument of war down to a few specific tasks and thus deny it
other objectives which at times might be far more productive toward eventual victory would
seem to be a profligate waste of force.'

Yet today we persist in defining the mission of our aircraft as strategic or
tactical and even identify certain ones, at least by association, as nuclear or
conventional. While, as Smith and Barker point out, "Such a piecemeal
commitment of air strength is not . . . a true doctrine of the Air F ~ r c e , " ~
doctrinal statements do tend to foster misperceptions. Although a statement of
doctrinal principle may not necessarily intend to foster restricted employment of
air assets, it does reinforce an already existing misperception by stating, for
example, that "strategic aerospace offensive forces serve primarily as a deterrent
to nuclear war. "4
Misperceptions go far beyond statements of military doctrine. A president or
secretary of defense making a statement to the press or Congress on "strategic
policy" is more than likely discussing US nuclear weapons policy. The Strategic
Arms Reduction Talks (START) are not intended to reduce strategic weapons
but strategic nuclear weapons. When the secretary of defense in his annual
report to Congress discusses our fighter aircraft requirements under the heading
of "Tactical Air Forces," and bombers under "Nuclear Forces," he is making a
clear distinction in the role of these aircraft, even though the text may state that
bombers can accomplish conventional tasks.5 When another defense secretary
states, "Our primary measure of strategic capability is our ability to retaliate
after a Soviet first strike on our force^,"^ it is obvious he is discussing nuclear
weapons.
The discussion to this point reflects a perception of air warfare doctrine that is
contrary to the lessons of history. It represents a rigidity of thinking that prevents
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the full utilization of our aerospace forces. World War I1 proved that a truly
effective strategic campaign does not require nuclear weapons and that bombers
were no more purely "strategic" weapons than fighters were "tactical." Korea,
Vietnam, and other conflicts reinforced these lessons and stressed the need to
apply the elements of air power according to each weapon system's suitability
for the task at hand and not according to a preconceived notion of a traditional
strategic or tactical role.
Albert Speer, Adolph Hitler's armaments minister, discussed the "tactical"
application of bomber aircraft against massed ground forces.
Sepp Dietrich gave me a vivid account of the demoralizing effect of massed bombing on his
elite divisions. The soldiers who had survived were thrown completely off balance, reduced to
apathy. Even if they were uninjured, their fighting spirit was shattered for days.7

In the same vein, Colonel Smith and General Barker described the flexibility
of both strategic and tactical aviation when discussing the requirement for air
superiority.
For the purpose of securing air superiority, "tactical" and "strategic" aviation are employed
in an identical manner. It is all one air force with one major objective. The same fighters used
to support front lines are used to escort bombers which stimulate enemy air opposition.
Precisely the same F-47's* that escorted B-17's to Berlin were strafing the beaches at
Normandy.

The concept of the indivisibility of air power had its genesis in World War 11
operations, even though prewar air doctrine stressed the separate missions of
heavy bomber and fighter aviation and gave major emphasis to the strategic
mission. Essentially, those who developed prewar air doctrine advanced a
strategic offensive strategy based on the perceived ability of large formations of
heavily armed, unescorted bombers to penetrate enemy defenses and deliver
decisive blows to his homeland and his will and ability to wage war. The prewar
preoccupation with the strategic mission and the long-range bomber in that
mission resulted not only in a lack of adequate air superiority and tactical
offensive capability, but it froze the perception of the heavy bomber as a strictly
strategic asset-a perception that, contrary to established evidence, is with us
today.9
And the evidence is substantial. War Department Field Manual 100-20,
Command and Employment of Air Power (published in July 1943), stated that the
"aim of the strategic air force is the defeat of the enemy nation" and that these
forces could "be joined with the tactical air force and assigned tactical air force
objectives" when the "action is vital and deci~ive."'~The same manual
described the mission of tactical air forces as first, air superiority; second,
prevention of hostile troop and supply movement; and third, participation in a
'During the war this aircraft was designated "P-47." The " P was changed to " F after the war.
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"combined effort of the air and ground forces to gain objectives on the
immediate front of the ground forces."ll Thus, while Field Manual 100-20
specifically divided direct air combat forces into strategic and tactical air forces,
early experience in the war had taught air planners that some strategic and
tactical force cooperation would probably be necessary when the "action is vital
and decisive." This, however, did not express the high degree of flexibility and
cooperation that would eventually be required to win the war.
The first deviation from the rigid prewar doctrines was the necessity for fighter
escort of daylight bomber raids in Europe. It must be emphasized that prevailing
ideas stressed, as one scholar put it, that "properly constructed bomber
formations could provide sufficient self-defense against hostile pursuit."12 In
fact, some maintain that Air Corps leaders were unwilling to question the prewar
bomber supremacy theories even in the face of much improved defensive
technologies such as radar and advanced fighters.13 Initial attempts at daylight
bombing seemed to prove, or were interpreted to prove, the predetermined
conclusion that unescorted bombers could in fact conduct precision daylight
attacks. As Dr I. B. Holley reports:
After a mere fourteen heavily escorted shallow penetrations, the commander of the Eighth Air
Force made an inferential leap, reaching the unwarranted conclusion that bombers could
successfully perform strategic missions without fighter escorts. l4

This initial assessment was to prove short-lived. When in the summer of 1943
deep strikes into Germany were finally begun, bomber losses soared. Losses for
the month of October alone were reported at 9.2 percent (148 bombers lost in six
days). On 14 October 1943, 60 bombers were lost out of the 229 that made the
second strike on Schweinfurt (26 percent). l5 A further 50 percent of the survivors
of this raid required "extensive repairs."16 These losses were blamed to a large
extent on the lack of deep escorting fighters and the notion that bomber
formations could adequately defend themselves against intense fighter attack.I7
Problems in attack timing and routing certainly contributed to the Schweinfurt
losses. It was evident, however, that continued unescorted deep penetrations,
even if perfectly executed, would encounter stiff opposition and suffer serious
losses.
The solution to this problem was relatively simple-to increase the range of
escort fighters by providing expendable fuel (drop) tanks and to apply "tactical"
air power in a way advocated by a few but not planned prior to hostilities. Of
course, the arrival on the scene of the new P-5 1 fighter (with drop tanks) greatly
increased both fighter range and overall combat effectiveness.
As it turned out, the combination of heavy long-range (strategic) bombers and
extended-range (tactical) fighters did more than enhance allied ability to ravage
the enemy homeland. What evolved was an airborne offensive machine that
mauled the German economy while, at the same time, it was sweeping the
Luftwaffe from the skies. The relentless attacks on Germany's urban and
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industrial centers forced German air power to take a defensive posture. German
aircraft had to come up and fight, and when they did they were immediately
engaged by escorting American fighters. One researcher described the effects of
this campaign this way:
As the bombers continued the strategic attack [early 19441 long-range fighters engaged the
Luftwaffe in the air, and although enemy fighter opposition against the bombers increased for
a few months, a precipitous decline in Luftwaffe opposition started in May. By the end of
March repeated attacks had been made against Berlin targets and the Luftwaffe no longer
appeared capable of sustained counterattack.l8

Thus, elements of what had been designated as strategic or tactical air forces
and assigned mutually exclusive missions by prewar doctrine had been combined
by wartime necessity into an effective offensive force. This combination was so
effective that a large portion of the European P-51 force was assigned to the
strategic air force. Lt Gen Elwood Quesada (USAF Retired), at the time
commander of IX Tactical Air Command in Europe, stated that the P-5 1 was "so
superior in the role of defending the strategic air forces and making the Germans
fight" that "I didn't resist [assigning them to the strategic effort] . . . a goddamn
bit." He admitted to needing these aircraft for tactical missions but accepted the
fact of more profitable employment. l9
Of course, the strategic effort against the German homeland is not the only
example of the indivisible application of air power to emerge from World
War 11. Heavy bombers were used very effectively on numerous occasions to
support tactical operations. For example, as General Vandenberg reported, "The
greatest concentration of heavy bombers ever seen was assembled to give direct
support to ground troops for the breakout at Saint-Lo on July 25, 1944."20 In
fact, the success of the Normandy invasion itself was due, in a major way, to the
effective application of air power. The vicious strategiclair superiority battles
over Germany during the preceding months severely damaged German industry
and mortally wounded the Luftwaffe, assuring absolute Allied air superiority
over the French beaches.21Additionally, we threw basically everything we had,
from bombers to fighters, into the direct support of the invasion force to provide
close air support of ground forces and to interdict enemy lines of
communications.22
In the Pacific theater, heavy bombers took the air war to the enemy in a wholly
unprecedented and violent fashion with fire bomb raids that literally gutted the
heart of one major city after another. As the US Strategic Bombing Survey
(USSBS) reported, the number of civilian deaths due to fire bombing "exceeded
the number of strictly military deaths inflicted on the Japanese in combat by
armed forces of the United States. "23 However, as devastating as these bomber
attacks were, the strategic effort against Japan was not the B-29's private party.
Naval carrier-based aircraft operated over the Japanese home islands to
accomplish both direct strategic attacks and air superiority operations against the
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Japanese air force." Once again, fighters, bombers and fighter-bombers
operated in a complementary way to accomplish a strategic objective, only this
time it was carrier-based air power in the fray.
During the Korean conflict, necessity once again forced cooperation between
forces. Combined bomber and carrier-based fighter-bomber attacks had almost
completely destroyed the North Korean air force by the end of August 1950.25
Early in the war the severe shortage of "tactical" strike aircraft forced the use of
B-29s in interdiction and close-air-support roles. During the critical month of
July 1950, every available combat aircraft was directed against invading North
Korean ground units and their supply lines in a successful combined arms
action.26Dr Robert F. Futrell described the theory under which the air war in
Korea was managed.
Old concepts that certain targets were "tactical" and others were "strategic" were
abandoned, and so far as FEAF [Far East Air Force] resources were concerned, airpower was
undivided by artificial and unreal attempts to classify targets by types of aircraft.27

Regardless of the repeated success of the indivisible approach to air
operations, as illustrated in Dr Futrell's evaluation of Korean methodology,
there are those who continue to argue for the sanctity of the strategic or tactical
mission and the purity of the aircraft that perform those missions.
Before and during World War 11, strong arguments were made that long-range
bombers should perform only the strategic homeland mission and that to remove
them for other duties would be a blatant misuse of resource^.^^ On the other
hand, tactical aviation enthusiasts proposed that air power is best used in support
of surface forces and in the air superiority battle. However, the hard lesson of
battle is that both perspectives are necessary. The bottom line is that it does not
matter what kind of aircraft is applied against a particular mission as long as it
meets one overarching criterion-effectiveness. It is important to remember that
ultimately Allied air superiority over Europe was a result of Germany's inability
to replace its air losses. Stated another way, the bombers prevented them from
replacing the aircraft our fighters shot down. Even more important, as one study
concluded about the success of the European strategic air campaign:
A combmation of numerical superiority, technical advantage, long-range fighter escort and
the degradation of German forward defenses by Allied ground troops after 1944 was required
before the German industrial heart could be ravaged as the theorists had pr~phesied.~~

In the final analysis, then, the success of US air power in World War 11or even
Korea did not rest solely on the indivisible air power concept but on a much
broader requirement-the interdependence of the elements of national power.
Without the vast US industrial potential, the ability to marshal the resources of a
diverse technological base, and the cooperation of the other military arms, our
air effort would have been feeble indeed. Without the tremendous Allied air
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fleets-the fighters, bombers, transports and observation aircraft-the ground
campaigns would have surely failed. The ground forces-by overrunning enemy
air fields, capturing enemy antiaircraft positions, and allowing more forward
deployment of Allied air power-facilitated the successful air assault on
Germany's homeland, which in turn reduced the ability of the Germany army to
resist the Allied ground offensive. This victory came as a result of the efforts of
ground, naval, and air forces, wisely employed in not only traditionally
conceived roles but in ways necessitated by the actual requirements of combat.
The Korean conflict reinforced these lessons as air power was applied with an
eye toward effectiveness, not dogma. However, the development of atomic
weapons at the close of World War I1 and the desire to reduce military spending
after two long and bloody wars were to combine to obscure the lessons of those
wars and taint future air power doctrine. The requirements of first, massive
retaliation and then, under numerous theoretical labels, nuclear deterrence
became a driving force of aerospace doctrine to the detriment of the requirements
of warfare.

The Nuclear Imperative
On 19 October 1948 [General] LeMay took command of SAC [Strategic Air Command] and
quite shortly announced that "the fundamental goal of the Air Force should be the creation of
a strategic atomic striking force capable of attacking any target in Eurasia from bases in the
United States and returning to the point of takeoff." A USAF Board of Senior Officers
advised that the air atomic offensive must have priority, with the result that as of 1 December
1948 General Vandenberg reduced the Air Defense Command and the Tactical Air Command
to a status of operational headquarters without assigned units under a new Continental Air
~ommand.~~

During the 1950s, the Eisenhower administration launched the New Look
strategy, which emphasized the threat of massive retaliation for aggression
against US allies or interests. Even though Eisenhower and Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles are given the lion's share of credit for initiating the US-Soviet
nuclear arms race and professing the now discredited theory of massive
retaliation, reliance on nuclear weapons as the prime element (some would argue
virtually the only element) of US military strategy did not begin with these
gentlemen.
The end of World War I1 brought with it an understandably strong desire
within the United States for a "return to normalcy," which would naturally
include a substantial reduction in military spending. However, while it is
necessary and quite easy to reduce spending from the high levels required for
total global war, it was something else again to severely cut funding and still face
a powerful enemy-the Soviet Union. The Berlin crisis and the descending
"iron curtain" made evident a continuing need for military forces, especially in
Europe. But postwar spending cuts that virtually overnight reduced US military
strength to a mere shadow of its wartime level made adequate conventional
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combat capability an increasingly unlikely possibility. For example, the postwar
Air Force was fighting to retain 70 active air groups (as compared to the wartime
maximum of 243) and 400,000 personnel .3
As a result of this force shrinkage and the national reluctance to spend large
sums on conventional forces, nuclear weapons came to the forefront of military
doctrine. The United States developed the concept of nuclear deterrence, which,
at least during the 1950s, meant the threat of massive retaliation or the actual use
of nuclear weapons to stop either nuclear or conventional Communist
aggression. Gen William Momyer (USAF Retired) described the environment in
which the postwar Air Force was operating.
At the time (late 1940s) the Air Force was shrinking and funds were short . . . it wasn't easy
to find money for conventional tactical weapon systems. Understandably, most of the Aii
Force budget was earmarked for that part of the force which would have to deter or win a
general nuclear war with the Soviet

In fact, in 1948 the Air Force described its mission as:
The launching of an atomic offensive and the defense of the Western Hemisphere and the
essential base areas from which to launch the atomic offensive must be considered as the
primary mission of the Air Force and must be given the highest priority and c~nsideration.~~

Thus, by 1950 strategic nuclear forces were established as the prime element
of US military power, with the US Air Force and specifically the Strategic Air
Command holding the key to that power. Even the Korean conflict, which
proved both the necessity for conventional forces and the requirement for
flexibility, failed to shake the preeminence of "strategic forces." The postKorean War Air Force, and in particular SAC, continued a fairly rapid growth
while other services took considerable cuts indicating "a clear orientation
toward massive retaliation. "34
By 1954, Secretary of State Dulles had announced the New Look policy under
which, as Jerome Kahn describes it, "US strategic forces were to deter not only
nuclear attacks on this nation or its allies but also a broad spectrum of potential
Communist actions."35 Nuclear weapons, delivered primarily by "strategic"
B-29, B-36, and B-47 aircraft were seen as providing the panacea for military
costs-in short, deterrence on the cheap. Once built and deployed, these systems
were relatively cheap to maintain, and far fewer nuclear forces would be
required to inflict a particular level of damage than nonnuclear forces. For
example, it required literally thousands of long-range bombers, hundreds of
thousands of people, millions of bombs, and at least two years to accomplish the
devastation of Germany during World War 11. With nuclear weapons, the same
level of damage could be attained by just a few squadrons of bombers, an
economical force structure when compared to the requirements for a major land
war in Europe against the Soviet Union.36
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With respect to conventional or "tactical" air forces, Maj Gen Lauris
Norstad, Air Force chief of plans and a tactical air commander in World War 11,
stated at the time that he had long believed that the tactical air force was the
outstanding development of World War 11, except now the atomic bomb had
possibly made the tactical force "as old fashioned as the Maginot Line."37
The policy of nuclear substitution for conventional warfighting capability was
naturally far more effective in the 1950s when the United States possessed
massive nuclear superiority than in later years. As time passed American policy
was required to recognize the emergence of the Soviet Union as a nuclear power.
By the late 1970s US nuclear superiority was pared to "essential equivalence."
US strategic policy went from massive retaliation through flexible response and
assured destruction to the countervailing strategy and what some refer to as the
"new flexible response. "
US policymakers recognized as early as the 1950s that the threat of nuclear
retaliation would become decreasingly credible as the Soviet Union developed
larger and more effective nuclear forces. Therefore, beginning with the Kennedy
administration in the early 1960s, they began developing conventional forces to
deal with everything from brushfire contingencies to a major battle in Europe.
The relative contribution of nuclear weapons began to vary somewhat with the
perceptions of the incumbent administration. However, the 1983 President's
Commission on Strategic Forces (the Scowcroft Commission) reminded all in
unambiguous terms that the threat of nuclear warfare is still not very far below
the surface when it comes to US military strategy.
Effective deterrence requires that early in any Soviet consideration of attack, or threat of
attack, with conventional forces or chemical or biological weapons, Soviet leaders must
understand that they risk an American nuclear response.38

The purpose of this discussion is not to argue the relative merits of various
nuclear policies (mutual assured destruction, countervailing, etc.) but to make
clear the idea that the advent of nuclear weapons and the requirement to prevent
their use distorted the lessons learned in the bloody skies over Europe, Japan,
Korea, and even Vietnam. The deployment of truly intercontinentalbombers and
ballistic missiles armed with nuclear weapons would obscure General
Vandenberg's plea that air power be treated as an indivisible whole and not
parceled out into "strategic nuclear" or "tactical conventional" packages.
Before World War I1 US military planners conceived of an air corps
dominated by strategic bombardment. We learned through our experiences over
Schweinfurt and Ploesti, North Africa and Normandy, Hiroshima, Pusan, and
Hanoi that fighters, fighter-bombers, and medium bombers played as significant
a role in war as did the heavy bomber forces. We learned that our long-range
"strategic" bombers could be very effectively applied to tactical tasks as well as
to the pounding of the enemy's homeland.
Gen James Ferguson (USAF Retired) discussed how the idea that range
determined the mission of an aircraft had changed.
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In Europe [World War 111 we considered a target out to six hundred miles as strategic;fighters
seldom ranged beyond three hundred for ground attack. Yet when we looked at Spike's
[General Momyer] more recent experience in Vietnam, we saw B-52s hitting close-in targets
and fighters doing the deep penetrations.39

The fact that General Ferguson seemed somewhat surprised at this is in itself
somewhat surprising. While it is true that during the war in Europe air power was
in fact divided into strategic and tactical air forces, this arbitrary division was
crossed on numerous occasions in response to wartime necessity. While it has
been argued with some justification that we did not always apply our air power in
Vietnam in optimum fashion, we generally did not allow rigid prewar notions of
mission category to interfere with the application of forces. A glaring and ironic
exception to this was the prohibition until quite late in the war of "strategic" B52 strikes in North Vietnam (discussed further in chapter 4). Some air power
advocates would argue that targeting decisions were in error and that certain
aircraft (like the B-52) were misused in "tactical" operations in South
Vietnam.40This criticism has merit when directed against the exclusive use of
the B-52 for such operations, but not in toto. One must remember that an
aircraft's optimum or designed mission is not necessarily its only mission-the
B-52 could and should have been used for tactical support as well as for strategic
operations. If exclusive specialized use were the rule, our bombers would still be
cloistered, as indeed they were for many years, within the specialized world of
the nuclear SIOP (Strategic Integrated Operational Plan-the integrated plan for
employment of US "strategic" nuclear forcestand the F-15 would never have
been allowed to replace the F-106 as a "strategic" interceptor.
Those that criticized the use of heavy bombers for close support of ground
troops as not befitting a "strategic" weapon obviously have not discussed the
issue with the marines that fought at Khe Sanh. During this three-month battle,
B-52s provided extensive direct support to engaged US Marines with as many as
20 percent of their strikes being "close-in" (a total of 2,602 sorties and 75,000
tons of bombs flown in "tactical" support). Gen William C. Westmoreland, the
American commander in Vietnam at the time, described the effect of these
operations as "the decisive force in breaking the siege of Khe Sanh. "41 While it
could be argued that a large-scale strategic air campaign should have been
launched against North Vietnam early on (including B-52s as well as F-llls,
F-4s, F-105s, etc.), it does not mean that certain systems should have been
reserved exclusively for that effort at the expense of other missions such as the
support of the embattled outpost at Khe Sanh.
Neither does this mean that all attempts at tactical application of bomber
aircraft met with equal success. Dr Donald Mrozek clearly described the
essential failure of several tactical B-52 attacks in Vietnam and ascribed this lack
of success to overly optimistic expectations after the Khe Sanh episode and a
lack of proper prestrike preparation including extensive intelligence
information.42He concluded that while Khe Sanh and other operations such as
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Con Thien were highly successful applications of "strategic" assets to
"tactical" tasks, "the success with the B-52s at Khe Sanh was not repeatable
without technical preparation," something that was lacking in several
subsequent operation^.^^
However, the theories expressed during the 1950s by Truman, Eisenhower,
and Dulles and epitomized by air commanders such as LeMay, while essentially
obsolete by today's standards, have left an enduring mark on national policy and
military doctrine. This rather distorted viewpoint led Carl H. Builder to write in
1983:
Today strategic conflict seldom implies anything other than a nuclear war fought with longrange nuclear weapons, which are often referred to as central strategic systems or strategic
rocket forces. The words strategic and nuclear may have become so synonymous in common
usage as to impair objective consideration of either strategic or nuclear war.44

Strategic warfare is not necessarily nuclear nor is it accomplished exclusively
by "strategic systems" such as the bomber or intercontinental missile. By the
same token, tactical warfare is not just conventional conflict by "tactical
weapons" such as F-15 or F-111 fighter aircraft. As a matter of fact, there are
more "tactical nuclear weapons" than "strategic" ones. To label particular
delivery systems as strategic or tactical, nuclear or conventional, is to place
artificial barriers on both military operations and the tools with which those
operations are accomplished.
If there are in fact no strategic or tactical aircraft or even correspondingly
convenient classifications of warfare, how then do we discuss combat systems or
plan for their use? The answer is, of course, that labels don't matter and, in fact,
get in the way of effective operations. The prime criterion for employment of
any military system should be its ability to accomplish the mission at hand, be
that destroying Soviet missile silos or supporting an amphibious landing in
Grenada. Strategic and tactical are actions, not weapons, and in that light should
not be associated with military systems be they fighters, bombers, transports, or
reconnaissance systems.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGY
The basic historical foundation of the indivisible air power concept is sound;
the doctrine does have a proven genesis in combat operations. However, there is
more to the formation of military doctrine than historic precedent. Technology,
as evidenced by new weapons and improved means of delivery, has a profound
effect on how a nation's military forces plan to do their business.
Past advances such as the machine gun, the submarine, the airplane, and
nuclear weapons have caused significant changes in military doctrine. There are
those who would argue that doctrine should point the way for technological
innovation and not be reactive to it. Then there are those who feel that to do so
would restrict the creative process and force innovation down a predetermined
path. This argument over the preeminence of doctrine or technology in the
military planning process is an old and continuing one. In reality, both
perspectives have relevance; total dependence on technological innovation for
doctrinal advancement is no more desirable than a situation where the creative
process is dampened by the requirement to comply with predetermined doctrinal
precepts.
This chapter will review some of the trends of military technology in light of
the previous discussion of the indivisible air power concept and its historical
derivation. It will provide the second of the two doctrinal ingredients identified
in the introductory section-technology.
In doing so, it will discuss both the
reactive and prescriptive changes-how technology is changing doctrine and
how doctrinal precepts drive the creative processes. This chapter will establish
the technical portion of the doctrinal framework to be completed in chapter 4.
It is important to note at the outset of this discussion that technology is not a
cure-all for our military problems. There is, for example, a limit to the ability of
new weapons, no matter how sophisticated, to make up for large numerical
deficits; sooner or later they are overwhelmed. Nor is technology a substitute for
adequate training or dedicated, skilled leaders. History abounds with examples
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of small, technically inferior but well-trained and well-led forces defeating a
numerically and technically superior foe.
Americans place great faith in their technical prowess and they tend to assume
that the next generation of "gadgets" will solve the problems this generation did
not. The problem is, of course, that this next round must face many totally new
obstacles, very often self-generating. New weapons are vital. "Smart" weapons
are inevitable, but they do extract a toll in their cost (forcing fewer weapon
purchases) and in manpower availability (soldiers must be more educated and
technically skilled).
On the other hand, new weapons will improve the capability of existing
systems, while innovations in propulsion, construction materials, or electronic
warfare will provide new systems with radically new capabilities. There is a
possibility of rejuvenating older weapons, reducing the need to retire them as
early as has been the custom. Advances in range and payload capability of airbreathing systems, accuracy and nonnuclear destructiveness of missiles (cruise
or ballistic), and the global coverage and ultrafast response capability of spacebased systems will force a less theater-oriented view of aerospace power
application and more of a global perspective. This may eventually provide
incentive for a policy shift away from reliance on nuclear weapons to provide the
basis of military deterrence.

Real Smarts in Small Packages
Strategic Air Command's 1984 statement to the US Congress discussed the
effect of technological advances on basic aerospace doctrine:
Recent advances in the technology of aerospace warfare such as increases in weapon accuracy
and aircraft delivery capability, more efficient engines, and standoff weapons have increased
the efficiency, range and combat effectiveness of all types of systems to a point where
traditional distinctions between strategic and tactical systems are not clearly defined. The
technology of the future will further increase the ability of all aerospace systems to perform
both strategic and tactical actions at any level of conflict.'

Examples of this "emerging technology," or "ET" as it is referred to in
defense technology parlance, abound either in already existing systems or
weapons that are just around the comer, and they form the basis for the changing
military perspectives explored in this paper. For example, nuclear and
nonnuclear cruise missiles such as Harpoon, short-range attack missile (SRAM),
and Maverick have increased the ability of all forms of attack aircraft to strike
strategic or tactical targets with either nuclear or conventional weapons. They
effectively extend the strike range of their delivery aircraft, help them avoid
high-density terminal area defenses, and improve their ability to attack a variety
of targets from ships to land-based command centers.
Near-term technology such as very high-speed integrated circuits (VHSIC) has
the potential to increase the capability of all our military systems while, at the
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same time, reducing their size and weight. As Gen Robert T. Marsh, former
commander of Air Force Systems Command, put it, "It will allow us to put real
smarts into much smaller packages," increasing the capability of on-board
computers, allowing "launch-and-leave" (does not require operator guidance to
the target) missiles, and improving electronic warfare system^.^ George H.
Heilmeier, senior vice president and chief technical officer of Texas
Instruments, Inc., wrote that by 2001 we "will see new technologies that could
make an order-of-magnitude difference." The results of these ET innovations
will include, according to Heilmeier:
A leak-resistant, nonnuclear ballistic missile defense.
Standoff, robust, near-zero Circular Error Probability (CEP) weapons [CEP-a measure of
weapon accuracy; in this case, near perfect].
Brilliant weapons that seek out and destroy specific targets such as tanks and missile sites;
weapons that are patient and can pursue goals over time; weapons that can wait for specific
targets to appear; weapons that can autonomouslyperform entire missions.
Worldwide target acquisition and tracking system^.^

Whether all of Heilmeier's predictions will come true remains to be seen, but
there is no doubt that by the year 2000, the advances represented by the Exocet
missile, used with such impact by Argentina during the Falklands battle, will be
seen as just a modest beginning. The CEP of new weapons will likely be
approaching zero; size will decrease while destructive power increases; range
will increase; and detectability (ability of the enemy to "see" the weapon-a
function of radar reflection, speed, heat signature, etc.) will decrease.
The end result, of course, will be to improve the ability of any weapon carrier
(aircraft or missile) to strike a wide variety of targets. New "smart" or, as
Heilmeier describes them, "brilliant" weapons will enhance the inherent
characteristics of a particular aircraft. For instance, the ability of an F-16 to
avoid enemy defenses through speed, maneuverability, and comparatively small
size will be magnified by a standoff precision-guided missile that covers the last
and most dangerous ground on its own. The fighter's in-theater rapid response
capability and inherent flexibility will improve as "black box" technology
advances. By simply changing circuit components or missiles, the same aircraft
could fly deep interdiction, defensive counterair, and close-air-support missions
on the same day. The same applies to the long-range bomber. New smaller,
lighter, and more accurate and destructive weapons (essentially the same ones
carried by the F-16) would enhance this system's global range, heavy payload
capacity by allowing it to strike either strategic or tactical targets from outside
enemy terminal defenses while operating from airfields that are out of range of
most enemy theater forces.
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The point here is that the weapons carried by modern combat aircraft are
evolving faster than the aircraft themselves and in the process improving the
inherent flexibility of the entire weapon system (aircraft plus weapons). In some
cases the "force-multiplier'' effect of these new weapons may approach that of
buying a whole fleet of new special purpose aircraft, except for the fact that if the
now multirole aircraft is lost to enemy action, so are all of its functions, not just a
close support, air superiority, or interdiction capability. This is a crucial facet of
the technology/numbers debate. Fewer, more expensive multirole systems are
more dear than cheaper limited-purpose systems, less likely to be risked in
combat, and more damaging to the overall military capability if lost.
However, this does not negate the utility of such systems, especially if they
are "acquired" as a result of comparatively inexpensive modifications and
application of emerging "smart" weapon technology. An inescapable fact in
this regard is that modem weapon technology is rapidly rendering any residual
distinctions between "strategic" and "tactical" systems purely artificial and is
reinforcing the lessons of World War 11, Korea, and Vietnam. Col Dale 0 . Smith
and Gen John Barker said it in 1950:
Each weapon possesses certain characteristics, singular strengths and weaknesses. We use
each weapon so as to take advantage of its capabilities and allay the effects of its limitations.
One of the greatest strengths of an airplane is in its flexibi~ity.~

That flexibility has increased immeasurably since Smith and Barker wrote
their article over a third of a century ago. The effect of technology is not felt just
in the weapons carried in the bays or on the wings of aircraft. Such advances as
more powerful and efficient engines, lighter and stronger materials, low radar
reflective "stealth" technology, and the widespread use of aerial refueling have
increased the overall capability of the fighters and bombers that engage enemy
forces, the airlifters that support them, and the reconnaissance aircraft that
"see" for them.
We frequently hear US and allied government officials decry the Soviet
Union's quantitative advantage-more missiles, tanks, planes, and so on. The
answer to this we most frequently hear involves the application of superior
Western technology. Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger was quoted in
this regard:
Since Soviet-bloc forces would probably enjoy numerical superiority in most theaters in which
they might launch a conventional attack, we must be able to offset that advantage with
qualitatively superior conventional forces.'

The former chairman of the NATO Military Committee, Johannes Steinhoff,
wrote more specificallythat
NATO has never intended to confront Soviet forces with equivalent numbers--its members
cannot or do not wish to find the money to match the Soviet Union quantitatively-so the aim
is to use NATO's lead in most fields of technology i n ~ t e a d . ~
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Many (probably most) of the weapons NATO is producing are in fact superior
to their Warsaw Pact counterparts, but, as Soviet technology improves, NATO
forces are not as superior as they were just a few years ago. The following
question must be asked: Even granted some permanent margin of qualitative
advantage, at what point are even the most sophisticated combat systems simply
overwhelmed and, more important, at what point is the nuclear option exercised?
In attempting to stop a massive Warsaw Pact assault on Western Europe, as one
writer put it, "Targets arrive faster than cannoneers can reload, aircraft rearm
and missile gunners engage the next target before they are simply overrun or
overwhelmed.
Exacerbating this problem is the recently expressed nuclear winter theory,
which states in a nutshell that nuclear detonations, especially in urban areas, may
produce enough soot, dust, and debris to block out a large portion of the sun's
energy for a prolonged period (months) before being "washed out." The theory
states that enough heat and light could be blocked from the earth's surface to
cause a prolonged winter-potentially
severe enough to destroy global
agriculture and, through this and other effects such as damage to the earth's
ozone layer, imperil all life on earth. Of course, no one now knows how many
nuclear weapons, of how much destructive power, aimed at what kind of targets
will cause the projected ultimate nuclear catastrophe; scenarios vary ~ i d e l y . ~
The point here is that, if proven even partially correct, the presence of the
nuclear winter phenomenon could restrict allied options in dealing with a major
Soviet action such as an invasion of Western Europe. If only low to moderate
numbers of nuclear detonations are eventually seen as causing a severe
climatological disruption, the threat of nuclear response may lose credibility,
placing heavy reliance on our ability to stop an invasion using nonnuclear
means. A scenario in which Warsaw Pact forces overwhelm our highly
sophisticated and expensive forces is not a good candidate to replace the current
theories of extended nuclear deterrence so important to many European leaders.
To be sure, more advanced, highly accurate weapons and faster, longer range,
greater payload-capable aircraft are an absolute necessity; but as the other side
improves its quantitative (and qualitative) position, it costs more to maintain the
"edge." For example, Secretary Weinberger reported that over the past nine
years the Soviets have produced "54,000 tanks and other armored vehicles" and
"6,000 tactical combat aircraft." The United States, on the other hand, was
credited with "11,000 tanks and other armored vehicles" and "3,000 tactical
air~raft."~
It would follow that to overcome a Soviet advantage of two, three or
even four to one in some combat systems, plus advantages of surprise and timing
that belong to the attacker, our systems would have to be very sophisticated
indeed and hence very costly.
Every nation is resource constrained, even the Soviet Union; but its ability to
outspend the United States, unbothered by interference from an informed public,
gives it a distinct advantage. Further, as Secretary Weinberger reports:

"'
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Heavy Soviet investmentin military research and development, coupled with the purchase and
theft of Western high technology, is most disturbing because it has eroded the qualitative
advantage that the West needs in order to maintain the military balance.1°

Unfortunately, the bottom line in this discussion is that the Soviet Union could
soon be in a position of having more and better weapons-or, if not absolutely
superior, certainly good enough to easily overwhelm smaller numbers of US or
NATO forces. John W. R. Taylor maintains, "Today, the quality of aircraft like
Fulcrum, Flanker, and Blackjack appears to be so high that the East/West
technology gap is near to closing and the numerical balance is becoming
critical."11
Technology, then, can be a mixed blessing. On one hand it can improve the
performance of existing weapons systems while providing totally new ones with
revolutionary characteristics. It can also provide the edge in situations where the
adversary has the quantitative advantage. On the other hand, a myopic pursuit of
technological advantage can lead to spiraling costs and reduced force structure
with a resultant quantitative-qualitative force mix that is insufficient to overcome
enemy advantages. The United States must ensure that its military force structure
does not overly emphasize either qualitative or quantitative extremes but reflects
a reasonable balance between numbers and sophistication. For example, it may
be better to forego some "promising" and very expensive new system that
would improve an aircraft's performance by five or six percent and spend that
money on buying more aircraft. The temptation to wait for the next "gadget" is
strong and frequently not worth the wait or expense.
A second major problem centers on the increasing worldwide availability of
advanced, highly sophisticated weapons-in
other words, technology
proliferation. For example, one report states that the French-made Exocet
antiship missile is in use by "18 different navies." When third world nations
such as Libya, Iran, and Iraq possess sophisticated weapons of the quality of the
Sidewinder air-to-air missile, Exocet, and the Maverick air-to-ground missile,
the challenges faced by US military forces become even more formidable.12The
United StatesfNATO and the Soviet UnionIWarsaw Pact nations are not the only
ones with new high-technology weapons. The world is fast becoming an even
more dangerous place; even military superpowers must exercise extreme caution
when "showing the flag" to avoid major losses along the lines of the British in
the South Atlantic (discussed in chapter 4). Even though these new smart
weapons are becoming increasingly expensive, they provide an attractive
alternativeto the prohibitively expensive machinery of global power such as that
possessed by the United States and the Soviet Union. As one article put it:
The smart weapons themselves are not cheap: a new Sidewinder air-to-air missile costs
$60,000, the Harpoon antiship missile, almost $500,000, and the new infrared Maverick airto-ground antitank missile over $125,000. But most striking are the price tags of their
potential targets; a new F-15 jet fighter, almost $50 million; a new nuclear-powered aircraft
canier, over $3 billion; and the M-1 Abrams tank, $2.6 million.
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As these weapons escalate in cost far beyond the rate of inflation, they are purchased in fewer
numbers and become more dear. Ironically, they may also become more vulnerable to
attack.l3

These new nonnuclear smart weapons represent a tremendous forceenhancement capability. Weapon systems such as the MiG-19, F-4, or the B-52,
considered by many to be on the verge of obsolescence for many sophisticated
combat environments, will receive new life from weapons that can outmaneuver
even the most advanced fighter or cover hundreds of miles to strike targets with
accuracies of 30 feet or less.14 Any nation with a reasonable delivery capability,
even with "older" aircraft, can with the fruits of the ET revolution, become a
fairly formidable adversary and threaten even the highly complex, megaexpensive war machines of the superpowers. Former Under Secretary of Defense
for Research and Engineering William J. Perry said with respect to emerging
weapons capabilities, "If you can see the target, you can expect to kill it."15
The technology revolution is enhancing the ability of virtually any weapon
system from tank to long-range bomber, and virtually any nation's military
forces from Argentina to the Soviet Union, to accomplish a spectrum of combat
missions with rapidly increasing effectiveness. The mixed nature of the
"blessings of technology" is becoming daily more evident as fewer and more
sophisticated and expensive US weapons are facing a multitude of potential
adversaries that possess dangerous new capabilities and, in the case of the Soviet
Union, also outnumber us.
In this increasingly hostile environment, we can no longer afford the luxury of
dedicated strategic nuclear or theater tactical aerospace forces. We no longer
possess the massive fleets of aircraft with which we fought World War I1 nor are
we ever likely to have them again. They are simply too expensive. For the same
reasons, we cannot afford, in the face of active hostilities, to experiment with
doctrinal theories as we did in World War 11. The premier lesson of air warfare,
that air power is indivisible, is becoming even more important as emerging
technologies enhance the capabilities of all combat systems to perform multiple
missions.
The need to take advantage of this multimission capability is becoming
crucially important to countering the growing US-Soviet quantitative disparity.
This requirement must be tempered, however, by the realization that more
multirole weapon systems cannot be used as justification for large force
reductions; 50 dual-mission aircraft cannot replace their 100 single-purpose
counterparts; rather, 100 previously single-role systems, with the application of
ET innovations, can become reasonably effective multimission systems and
serve to balance some of the Soviet quantitative advantages. Weapon systems
once considered as obsolete may have great utility in this regard as the weapons
they carry become increasingly capable, vastly improving the system's overall
performance. These "older" systems surely cannot be expected to last forever,
nor can they perform as well against as sophisticated an adversary as the Soviet
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Union as our newer systems. They can, however, perform very well in lesssophisticated environments and can reinforce our front-line aircraft even against
the Soviets, leaving those systems free to tackle the most demanding tasks.
The second prominent feature of the US postwar air power landscape, the
influence of nuclear weaponry, will also undergo its share of change due to both
the necessity for indivisible air power application and the technological
revolution. The first concern centers once again on the requirement to break the
traditional linkage between long-range or "strategic" forces and nuclear
weapons. In an era of quantitative inferiority, exacerbated by a rising Soviet
technological base, US aerospace resources must be used for more than just
nuclear deterrence. The same technologies that improve F-15 performance
against deep targets in the European theater provide similar improvements in the
performance of bomber forces in the same nonnuclear scenario.
The second concern in this context is that the same revolution in military
technology that is producing these advanced, smart weapons and faster, longerrange aircraft is also on the verge of blumng the practical distinctions between
nuclear and nonnuclear weaponry. At the same time that nuclear weapons are
being made smaller and less destructive for more specialized "precision"
applications, nonnuclear ordnance is becoming more destructive and capable of
wider usage, including roles previously considered within the nuclear domain.

Near Nukes and Real Nukes
US defense policy has, at least since the demise of the massive retaliation
theory, relied on a psychological firebreak between conventional and nuclear
weapons and their application in war. The basis of this division of forces is
destructive potential. Simply, a nuclear conflict could produce the combined
destruction of the six years of World War I1 in a matter of a few hours. This is a
reality that will not change. Nuclear weapons have the potential to ruin nations
and decimate populations, and perhaps end all life on earth.
This, however, is the extreme position, the end-game scenario, that is not
likely to occur out of the blue. If Armageddon does occur, it will almost
certainly be as a result of an escalatory process, including a conscious decision at
some time during the process to cross the nuclear threshold. In some instances,
deterrence may rely on the threat of early use of nuclear weapon-a
conscious
crossing of the psychological firebreak as a result of the inability to field
sufficient forces to stop a conventional assault. In another case, it might be
hoped that enough nonnuclear force would be available to deter a conventional
attack or, if required, defeat it. In any case the crucial factor is the nuclear
threshold, in that it has always represented a fundamental change in the nature of
any ongoing conflict. In one instance it is used for purposes of direct
intimidation; in another case it is avoided. In both it is an always present factor,
coloring the nature and intensity of international competition, especially
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between the superpowers. Carl Builder of Rand Corporation discussed the
ultimate threat of nuclear weapons-a threat not likely to diminish appreciably
in the foreseeable future.
Nuclear weapons are and will remain unique in their credibility as a threat to destroy entire
cities and societies in a single attack. Because of that unique quality, they will also remain the
most potent political instruments and national symbols of power.l6

The threat of nuclear annihilation will remain the ultimate sanction and the
final step in warfare escalation. Nations now possessing nuclear weapons will
very likely retain them (especially the superpowers even in the face of the
nuclear winter threat), and regardless of attempts to stop it, proliferation will
probably continue. As Builder put it, nuclear weapons have become "the most
potent political instruments and national symbols of power." Nations such as
India, Pakistan, and Iraq, faced with severe internal political and economic
problems, will likely continue to devote very scarce resources to the pursuit of
nuclear weapons. If nothing else, the threat of nuclear blackmail will force the
nations with established nuclear forces to maintain their arsenals as long as any
of their adversaries have them. They may manage mutually agreed reductions;
they may even be able to eliminate certain classes of nuclear weapons, but the
fear of the ultimate sanction will force negotiating caution. A failure in
verification could prove catastrophic.
The problem therefore becomes one of ensuring that these symbols of power
remain just that, and are not used for any purpose other than political persuasion.
There are basically two deterrence options: emphasizing the nuclear arsenal and
the escalation potential to prevent attacks of any kind (the cheap course), or
building sufficient nonnuclear or "conventional" forces to defeat a conventional
attack while holding nuclear weapons in reserve as the ultimate dissuader. With
the advent of USISoviet nuclear parity, many observers believe the former
strategy to be obsolete and lacking credibility. This leaves increasing reliance on
nonnuclear forces as the primary option. The idea that by increasing the size,
capability, and availability of our conventional forces we reduce our reliance on
nuclear weapons has received substantial attention over the past few years. Dr
Fred C. Me, the under secretary of defense for policy, writes in this context:
Given the loss of an overall American nuclear advantage that once shielded our allies as well
as ourselves, it is more imperative than ever that NATO mount a posture that promises to
frustrate a conventional attack by Soviet forces in Europe without early resort to nuclear
weapons.l7

A substantial number of civilian publicists and governmental officials are
advocating the use of new technology nonnuclear weapons to replace nuclear
weapons in many of their traditional roles, particularly in theater scenarios. The
champions of these highly accurate new munitions claim they both make up for
the quantitative disadvantages discussed earlier in this chapter and can also
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accomplish tasks previously reserved for nuclear weapons. The improved
accuracy attainable with evolving guidance systems, when combined with the
rapidly increasing destructive potential of nonnuclear munitions, will allow
nonnuclear warheads (certainly not "conventional" in the classic sense) to
destroy many targets such as command bunkers or missile silos, previously
considered as "nuclear only." Carl Builder maintains that the emphasis of
strategic conflict has shifted from large area targets such as cities to an emphasis
on the enemy's weapon systems, and that "those forces-unlike cities and
industries--can now be destroyed or neutralized without nuclear weapons."18
He goes on to write that "nomuclear technology has already reached the point
where it can provide capabilities competitive with those of nuclear weapons for
some tactical applications."Ig In the same vein, Gen B. L. Davis stated:
For many years we have lived with the expectation that future scientific improvements will
present us with systems even more destructive than thermonuclear weapons. In reality just the
opposite may be true. Technologies on the horizon (and even some that exist today) may
present us with vastly more effective nonnuclear weapons perfectly capable of performing
many of the missions we assign to nuclear weapons today.20

The combination of new and more effective nonnuclear munitions, highly
accurate smart weapons, and the improved flexibility, range, and payload of new
combat aircraft do present an opportunity to substitute nonnuclear weapons for
nuclear ones in some instances. If the objective of military forces is to be
prepared to destroy the opponent's combat capability, then this would seem to
provide an attractive alternative to nuclear confrontation and would appear to
add an extra rung in the escalation ladder between nonnuclear and nuclear
warfare. A question to be answered then is this: If critical targets previously
considered too secure or too large to be effectively struck by nonnuclear weapons
are now vulnerable to such action by way of new technology weapons, why
continue to threaten nuclear holocaust? One writer stated the case for NATO this
way:
Another impetus to the new [nonnuclear] arms race is opposition to NATO's nuclear weapons
modernization program. Although continuing to push for the deployment of theater nuclear
weapons on the continent, European and American leaders have accelerated the development
of sophisticatedconventional weapons that could be substituted on an almost one-to-one basis
for tactical nukes, should popular pressure force them to eliminate the latter.z'

There are even those who would argue that these new ET systems may even
break the nuclear "cheap deterrence syndrome" that has hampered efforts to
build a robust conventional force structure, especially in Europe. In fact, one
analyst estimates that for less than the cost of one additional mechanized division
(an expenditure of between $2 and $4 billion per year) NATO could purchase
enough new nonnuclear deep-strike weapons to "make a significant contribution
to NATO's ability to win a European war. "u This view is particularly valid if a
nation does not have to purchase the ultra-expensive delivery and supporting
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systems such as F-15s, nuclear-powered aircraft carriers, or long-range airlift
systems that are the trappings of a modem major military power concerned with
global power projection. Even though, as noted earlier, these munitions are
becoming increasingly expensive, the secret of their success is their high
efficiency and the extremely high value of the ships, planes, and tanks that are
their targets. For example, West German Defense Minister Manfred Woerner
estimated that "advanced systems would be such efficient killers that the amount
of ammunition needed to destroy a typical Soviet attack group could be cut to
500 tons from 33,000 tons c ~ r r e n t l y . " ~ ~
While some of the more extravagant claims for ET weapons may rightly be the
subject of some debate, there is little doubt that for theater warfighting purposes
nonnuclear weapons could supplant their nuclear counterparts in many cases. A
reliable nonnuclear warfighting capability would enhance the credibility of our
(and NATO's) military forces. As discussed earlier, the threat of a nuclear
response to a conventional attack by a nuclear-armed enemy is losing its
credibility.
This does not assume that nuclear weapons would disappear as a result of the
deployment of advanced technology nonnuclear weapons. While they may be
replaced for many military functions, their political utility for peacetime
coercion and as the ultimate wartime sanction will remain. Former Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara argues that "nuclear weapons serve no military
purpose whatsoever . . . except to deter one's opponent from using them."" This
may increasingly be true from a purely military perspective; however, their
political importance will remain high and will carry great weight internationally.
Further, with respect to the Soviet view, Strobe Talbot, noted strategic analyst,
maintains that
many students of the Soviet system and mentality believe that Kremlin leaders will never give
up their ultimate weapons, since military strength is both the symbol and substance of their
power, and the major compensationfor their many weaknesse~.~~

Essentially, the impetus of the ET effort is to widen the firebreak between
nonnuclear and nuclear warfare and allow more military choices prior to being
faced with the decision to cross the nuclear threshold. Gen Bernard Rogers,
supreme allied commander in Europe, remarked that "the current conventional
posture of Allied Command Europe does not provide our nations with adequate
He
deterrence, and leaves the nuclear threshold at a disturbingly low
maintains that the combination of highly efficient near real-time intelligence and
sophisticated emerging technology weaponry will allow rapid, effective strikes
on enemy targets deep behind enemy lines--such targets as reinforcing armor
formations, bridges, rail yards, air bases, and supply dumps."
Carl Builder in Strategic Conflict WithoutNuclear Weapons takes this concept
one step further by advocating the application of new technologies for central
strategic actions. He argues, as pointed out in chapter 1, that "today, strategic
conflict seldom implies anything else other than a nuclear war fought with long-
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range nuclear weapons." He then supports the thesis that "nuclear armed states
in conflict will increasingly have the incentives and the means for attacking the
enemy's source of power without resorting to nuclear weapons." The essence of
his argument is that advances in nonnuclear offensive and defensive technologies
will make a major contribution to finally divorcing the concept of strategic
action from the nuclear nemesk2*Dr George Keyworth, the President's science
advisor, generally agrees with Builder's assessment that strategic and tactical
actions can be accomplished without nuclear weapons. He sums up his
philosophy in the following manner:
Although almost everyone is enthusiastic about technology to reduce reliance on tactical
nuclear weapons, many of those same people run in the other direction if it's suggested that
we can use technology to reduce our reliance on strategic nuclear weapons.
The reason, I think, for this reaction has little to do with technology, but a lot to do with a kind
of theology--that is, a set of beliefs that have become deeply ingrained and resistant to
questioning. The real challenge today is to step back from that dogma and become more
willing to rethink the role of strategic nuclear anns in assuring national security.29

In an era of nuclear parity, or "essential equivalence," nuclear weapons do
seem to have lost much of their military value. The threat of a "tactical" or
"theater strategic" nuclear response in Europe has lost its omnideterrent
characteristic, as has (many would argue) the "strategic" arsenal, for the same
reasons. In fact, for all practical purposes there is no more difference between
strategic and tactical nuclear weapons than between their nonnuclear brothers.
Adm Noel Gayler, former commander in chief of US forces in the Pacific and a
former director of the National Security Agency, made the somewhat bold
statement that "Europe was not especially threatened by [deployment of the
Soviet] SS-20s [intermediate-range missiles] because any of the Soviet
intercontinental missiles could be fired at European targets" (about 6,000
warheads).30 The admiral, when asked the difference between strategic and
nonstrategic weapons, replied that "there isn't any real distinction" and that "it
is a totally arbitrary classification."31
This does not mean that the SS-20s are not dangerous or do not present a
serious threat-they
do. What it means is the threat is not new. Even
disregarding the older Soviet "theater" nuclear weapons such as the SS-4 and
SS-5 (admittedly far less capable than the SS-20), European cities have been
threatened by the same Soviet "strategic" SS-9, SS-11, SS-13, SS-17, SS-18 or
SS-19 ICBMs-along with Soviet bombers and SLBMs-that have threatened
the United States for many years. Additionally, from their point of view, the
destruction of Bonn or the crippling of their national electrical system are as
much strategic actions to the West Germans as similar actions on US soil would
be to us. Thus, as with virtually everything else, whether an SS-20 is strategic or
tactical (or in US parochial terminology, "theater strategic") depends upon what
is being done with it.
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The same can also be said about the new technology nonnuclear weapons that
are intended to assume some of the old nuclear taskings. They may be classified
as long-, short-, or intermediate-range-nuclear or nonnuclear-but to an
increasing degree, whether they are strategic or tactical is purely a function of
how they are used. Perhaps more important, this discussion emphasizes the fact
that a weapon does not have to be nuclear to be useful for strategic action.
While these new perspectives will likely become more prevalent with time,
they also bring some problems with them that will become increasingly evident.
There are two potential wrenches in the theoretical machinery. First, as Richard
K. Betts of the Brookings Institution and Columbia University concluded, "Pure
conventional deterrence raises the danger of nuclear war by making the potential
consequences of resort to conventional war less unthinkable for the attacker."32
It can be argued that the presence of these nonnuclear ET weapons will make
warfare between the superpowers more likely since it would be seen as less
destructive if conducted at the nonnuclear level; and, ironically, rather than
raising the nuclear threshold, these new technologies could actually lower it by
making the superpowers less reluctant to fight in the first place.
While this view could prove painfully true, the opposite view must also be
addressed; a strong nuclear and conventionally armed adversary may see threats
of nuclear retaliation for conventional aggression from a power possessing
primarily nuclear weapons as hollow since it invites a similar response. Such
concerns caused the demise of the massive iretaliation theory; as the Soviet Union
gained nuclear prowess, US nuclear weapons lost military relevance. Thus, the
United States must now walk a narrow path between these two views, requiring
that we maintain viable nuclear and nonnuclear capability. Simply stated, as
long as nuclear weapons exist (and they probably always will) someone may be
tempted to use them or threaten to use them if he perceives weakness, be that
weakness in nuclear or nonnuclear capability. Even though a nonnuclear war
may seem "less unthinkable" because of nonnuclear (ET) weaponry, it could
still result in nuclear war through escalation, especially when one side sees no
other alternative but defeat. The result could be the same if a nation sees itself as
superior in nuclear weapons and fails in an attempt at nuclear blackmail.
Those who argue that "conventional" war may be more likely if seen as
divorced from potential nuclear consequences are represented by Mary Kaldor,
who wrote:
The terrible destructive power of nuclear weapons may lead us to condone conventional
weapons as a lesser evil. This is something new. After World War I, there was widespread
revulsion against war in all its forms. Yet a modem conventional war with the weapons now
available could in the words of a British lieutenant colonel "recreate the conditions of
1914-15" . . . the carnage would be fearful with modem weapons making the World War I
casualty lists look brief by comparison.33

In other words, a major nonnuclear war between NATO and the Warsaw Pact
could conceivably be as destructive and deadly (albeit probably longer) as many
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theater nuclear scenarios. The trigger of war may seem easier to pull, given that
the potential level of destruction may not appear as great. But nearly total
destruction is still possible. During World War 11, the firebomb raids on cities
like Dresden and Tokyo killed far more people than the nuclear strikes on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Europe lost a generation (somewhere around 15
million men) in the trenches of World War I.
To make matters worse, the second concern centers on the fact that some
analysts are raising serious concerns as to the viability of even the
nuclear/nonnuclear distinctions. In the heat and fog of battle, commanders may
have a difficult time determining what kind of weapons are being used against
them, especially in tactical situations. The standard image of nuclear warfarethe razing of entire cities in a single multimegaton nuclear blast and the virtual
elimination of entire societies in a matter of a few short hours-while a worstcase possibility, is a long way from the battlefield situations in which nuclear
weapons will most likely see their first use. Large-yield nuclear weapons of the
"city-busting7' class could certainly be used in such situations, but they have
more important uses as the Armageddon-makers-the bludgeons of ultimate
deterrence-and they also invite their use by the other side.
Both the United States and the Soviet Union have developed small, loweryield weapons with good accuracy that are specifically intended for tactical
action but that presently are distinguishable from their nonnuclear counterparts.
However, for the future, the same technologies that are producing such radical
improvements in conventional weaponry will surely affect the nuclear arsenal in
similar fashion. Nuclear-delivery systems will become more accurate as
advanced inertial- and terminal-guidance systems are deployed, reducing the
requirement for large-yield warheads. The desire to limit collateral damage,
especially in Europe, will foster further accuracy refinements and yield
reductions. At the same time, nonnuclear weapons are increasing in destructive
potential. For example, Gen Robert Marsh described the potential of the new
nonnuclear explosive metastable helium (MSH) as having "more than five times
the stored energy capacity of TNT" and the capability to produce "thirty times
the overpressure on a target of a TNT munition of similar weight at the same
~~
writer compared existing systems: "It has been
miss d i s t a n ~ e . " Another
estimated that an aircraft equipped with the type of cluster bomb used by Israel in
Lebanon has the same immediate destructive effect as a Lance missile equipped
with a one-kiloton [an explosive power equivalent to 1,000 tons of TNT] nuclear
warhead. ''35
Thus, the combination of smaller, more accurate nuclear munitions and
larger, more destructive nonnuclear weapons, both designed to accomplish the
same tasks, may eventually blur the distinctions between nuclear and nonnuclear
warfare. The critical firebreak that is so important to deterrence theory may
To be sure, there are differences
become very indistinct if not n~nexistent.~~
between nuclear and nonnuclear weapons even at lower yields, most notably
radiation and fallout (although even these can be minimized); but a military
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commander, surrounded by the urgencies and confusion of battle, is not likely to
wait for fallout reports before recommending what he may see as appropriate
nuclear retaliation, Matters are made even worse by the fact that in modern
warfare even a large-scale "conventional" (in name only) war may be seen as a
possible option because of the emergence of such precise and potent nonnuclear
weapons.
Carl Builder, while arguing for the necessity and feasibility of nonnuclear
strategic capabilities, maintains that efforts to make nuclear weapons more
"usable" from a military standpoint (smaller, more accurate, and therefore more
discriminating) will not make them politically more justifiable since the
reluctance to use them "is rooted more in an appreciation of their societal risks
than in their military ~tility."~'This is essentially true; nuclear weapons do tend
to serve a more political than military purpose-at least in peacetime. Once
again, however, in a combat environment thick with immensely effective
nuclear and nonnuclear weapons, a military commander is not apt to attempt to
divine the enemy's political justification for using what might have been a
nuclear weapon. He is, by the nature of his position, required to act fast or suffer
defeat, and political leaders, not on the scene, will rely on the commander's
impressions and recommendations for the basis of their nuclear decisions.
Therefore, in a worst-case scenario, what was perceived as a response or
"second use" of nuclear weapons could in reality be a first use.
However, rather than worrying about political justifications and mistaken
impressions, we should concentrate on preventing such ambiguous situations.
Colin Gray writes, "One of the essential tasks of the American defense
community is to help ensure that in moments of acute crisis that the Soviet
general staff cannot brief the Politburo with a plausible theory of military
victory.38This means very simply and emphatically that in order to prevent war,
especially with the Soviet Union, we must be visibly capable of conducting it by
either nuclear or nonnuclear means. The best way to avoid ambiguous situations
is to convince the Soviet leadership that a conflict with the United States or
NATO is a "no-win" proposition.
ET weaponry has many potential uses outside of a US-Soviet death struggle in
Europe and would undoubtedly improve overall US warfighting ability.
However, it is necessary to keep potential problems and ambiguities in mind as
we plan for the employment of these systems. Marshal Nikolai V. Ogarkov, at
the time chief of the Soviet General Staff (he was relieved of his position soon
after the interview quoted here), summarized the basic concerns surrounding the
deployment of new ET weapons.
I \

Rapid changes in the development of conventional means of destruction . . . make many types
of weapons global and make it possible to sharply increase (by at least an order of magnitude)
the destructive potential of conventional weapons, bringing them closer, so to speak, to
weapons of mass destruction in terms of effectiveness. The sharply increased range of
conventional weapons makes it possible to immediately extend active combat operations not
just to the border regions, but to the whole country's territory, which was not possible in past
wars.39

39
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Emerging technologies will improve the destructive potential of all types of
weapon systems-fighters, bombers, or missiles. The range, speed, and payload
of all classes of air-breathing systems has been vastly improved over the past
four decades since World War 11. More important, the weapons they carry bear
scant resemblance to the airborne weapons that caused so much destruction
during that war. They have added tremendous new capabilities to even the oldest
delivery systems and are providing many third world nations with dangerous new
ways to challenge major military powers. Old strategic and tactical concepts are
falling to the lessons of history that are being reinforced by new weapon
technologies. Individual nuclear weapons are becoming less destmctive while
"conventional" systems are becoming more so, blurring the crucial thresholds
of deterrence and posing new questions for policymakers.
While technology is having a tremendous effect on the way we think about the
more traditional elements of air power (air-breathing and rocket-propelled
systems), another operational medium, space, has until recently been the
recipient of a steadily increasing but largely unnoticed infusion of military
technology. The recent public attention given to space by the Reagan
administration has taken space off the political and public "back burner" and
placed it squarely in the limelight. To the military doctrinaire and strategist, the
development and deployment of many of the proposed space-based military
systems will only serve to hasten the demise of the convenient and longcherished strategic and tactical weapon classifications.

Space: Star Wars in Context
President Reagan's 23 March 1983 national ("Star Wars") speech has kindled
a lively global debate on the necessity and advisability of engaging in a new
"space-based arms race. " Many concerned and well-intentioned observers from
both the public and private sectors are arguing against spoiling the sanctity of
space. They maintain that the "militarization" of space would begin a
dangerous new round in an already deadly arms race and could, as one article put
it, "undermine the very foundation of strategic stability, namely the concept of
Mutual Assured Destruction. . . ."40
While there are others, this discussion will focus on the following three main
areas of contention surrounding the President's announced intention to begin
work on a "strategic defense" system: (1) should an active defense system
replace, or at least displace a large portion of, the reliance on an assured nuclear
retaliation capability to provide central deterrence of the Soviet Union;
(2) should a large-scale defense system be extended to include major US allies;
and (3) should the United States, in providing for this defense, place weapon
systems in space? Many observers would include arms control issues (space
weapon and ABM prohibitions) as a fourth area of contention, as essentially they
are, but arms control is not central to the subject at hand-a discussion of the
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effects of technology on aerospace doctrine. Arms control as it relates to our
general policy and doctrinal precepts is discussed in the final chapter of this
volume.
This paper will not proceed much beyond a brief general discussion of the first
two questions since our intention is to deal with military doctrine, not broad
national policy. Further, to fully explore them in detail would require a
discussion too lengthy to pursue here. However, some discussion is necessary
since the questions of offensive-defensive balance and a more global defensive
orientation are vital to determining the proper size, composition, and
deployment of aerospace forces. The resolution of these questions will have a
tremendous impact on the shape of all US military forces and accompanying
theories of employment. Further, the discussion of all three issues is important
to the development of the final recommendations or organizational structure,
force structure, and arms control contained in chapter 5. The issues surrounding
our military space program are clearly crucial to the development of a global
indivisible perspective.
The first issue (and the central one) of whether or not we can or should
actually supplant the threat of nuclear retaliation with an active defense (spacebased or not) rests on our perception of what deters an adversary, in this case the
Soviet Union. What makes this such a difficult issue from the military
perspective is that it requires more than a simple yes or no answer. Few would
argue that an active defense would not have significant military value, if just
from an uncertainty perspective, but the central issue is how much. At what
point does a very expensive defense by drawing national resources from other
competing areas, replace enough offensive capability to damage rather than
enhance deterrence? We must concern ourselves here with that theoretical point
at which, given an active defense of their own, the Soviets perceive our offensive
capability as sufficiently weak to warrant the risk of an attempt to break through
our defenses and deliver a counterforce strike, trusting their defenses to handle a
weak US response. Conversely, assuming we launched a plan to deploy a robust
defense as well as to maintain a credible offense, at what point would Soviet
concerns over a potential US first-strike capability cause them to launch a
preemptive strike? It is these types of questions, along with considerationsof the
relative cost of appropriate offensive countermeasures, that must be addressed in
order to decide whether the "risks of taking up shields" are indeed t~lerable.~'
The second issue, the degree to which our allies are included within the US
defensive network, could become a major determinant of US effectiveness on
the international scene. If our allies see us as retreating into our own secure shell,
or "fortress America," they may be inclined to pursue a more neutralist or even
Soviet-oriented course, isolating the United States diplomatically and militarily.
Many in Europe are already concerned that the United States may be, as one
commentary put it, "less careful about avoiding situations that could trigger
nuclear war in Europe" or that the tremendous expenditures required for the
"Star Wars" defense might "force a cutback in other areas of military spending
of direct consequence to the defense of Europe."42 Others, such as West German
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Defense Minister Manfred Woerner, worry that deployment of an effective
strategic defense by the United States could "decouple" the defense of Europe
from that of the United States, possibly splitting the alliance.43However, at least
theoretically, the President has included allied nations in American defense
strategies. In his now legendary "Star Wars" speech, President Reagan
presented a "vision" of world stability based not on the threat of nuclear
retaliation but on the ability to "intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles
before they reach our soil or that of our allies."" As the President is obviously
aware, the prospect of extending the defense umbrella to our allies is central to
maintaining viable military alliances.
By proposing a multilayered, largely space-based strategic defense, President
Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) intensified an already existing and
totally separate debate over the legality, morality, feasibility, and cost of placing
weapons in space. This is the essence of the third major issue addressed earlier:
can or should we place weapons, offensive or defense, in space? To a very large
extent this is a question that must be answered by our political leaders. From a
military viewpoint, however, the assumption must be made that the worst will
occur, that weapons of all types--offensive and defensive, nuclear and
nonnuclear-will eventually be deployed in the heavens and thus must be
planned now. Regardlees of who is most likely to initiate a space-based arms
race, regardless of the anractiveness of a weapon-free space environment and the
well-founded desire to avoid a new twist in an old arms race, the military
leadership has no choice but to expect such an occurrence since it deals primarily
in capabilities.
From a practical viewpoint, space is already militarized; military-specific
surveillance and communications systems have been in orbit for quite a few
years. These systems do provide significant "force enhancement" to existing
terrestrial forces-improving their effectiveness by providing targeting, damage
assessment, navigationlweapon guidance, military surveillance, and crucial
communications functions--even though they do not have direct "forceapplication" capabilities. As these enhancement functions improve, however,
the gap between enhancement and force application will narrow, until the
practical difference between, for example, space-based guidance and the earthbased weapon it guides becomes irrelevant--one cannot function without the
other.
The existence of fairly sophisticated space-based force-enhancement systems
and a proven (though questionably effective) Soviet antisatellite (ASAT) weapon
tend to argue that we already have at least a limited capability for combat in
space. The further development and deployment of more complex systems
(lasers, rail guns, ground-launched ASATs, etc .) by the United States, the
USSR, or other advanced nations, if they occur, will have myriad
applications-strategic, tactical, offensive, and defensive against targets in
space or on earth-and thus will play an ever-increasing role in the realization of
the indivisible air power concept.
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What is at issue here is not the moral or political factors surrounding the
decision to place actual weapons in space, but the doctrinal implications of such
a decision. A major doctrinal (and organizational) problem arises when we
attempt to determine the proper role of these systems. As with terrestrially based
airborne systems such as the bomber or fighter, what the system is (strategic or
tactical, offensive or defensive) depends on how it is being used at the time. For
example, attempting to define a space-based laser weapon as strictly "strategic
defensive" is akin to calling the F-15 an interceptor; while it may serve that
purpose, this categorization ignores its potential for many other offensive and
defensive missions. A technology such as directed energy, if proven effective
and deployable as an ICBM defense weapon (and there is continuing debate on
this issue), will surely have tremendous added utility in a tactical offensive mode
against the adversary's satellites. By the same token, a space-based weapon
designed for offensive force application against terrestrial targets-for example,
a kinetic energy projectile, missile, or an advanced laser-should not be seen as
being exclusively strategic or tactical since it would likely have equal
applicability in both arenas. In fact, an orbital weapon could theoretically
perform almost simultaneous strategic and tactical actions. Given the immense
field of fire of an orbital system, the difference may just be a matter of changing
the aim point a few degrees.
Therefore, any attempt to define future space-based weapons (especially those
designed for offensive application against terrestrial targets) as strategic,
tactical, or even theater strategic is doomed, if not to absolute failure, then to
endless debate. Many of the same emerging technologies that are currently
providing radical new capabilities for terrestrial forces (VHSIC, lightweight
materials, terminal guidance, etc.) will also supply the foundation for new
space-based systems, and will make the distinctions among our aerospace forces
even more confusing to those used to the old, convenient categories.
Some proposed systems may even eliminate the distinction between airborne
and space-based systems. General Marsh described one prospect, the aerospace
vehicle, this way:
The aerospace vehicle could take off, climb out of the atmosphere, and achieve a partial orbit
on its way to the target; possibly even attack an enemy's low-orbit space-based assets while in
orbit; reenter the atmosphere and attack a ground-based target; and leave the atmosphere again
and orbit to return to its home base. Strategic missions would take about the same time that
tactical missions do today.45 [Note that General Marsh seems to equate the strategicltactical
differentiation with range to target.]

Even though the aerospace vehicle may sound fantastic, General Marsh is by
no means the only advocate of such a system. One article reported that "it could
serve as either a bomber or a fighter." The same source quoted Lockheed
Corporation's TAV (Transatmospheric Vehicle-another name for aerospace
vehicle) program manager as saying this type of system would be "primarily
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engineered for high altitude weapons deployment" but could also be
"effectively used on reconnaissance missions or as a supersonic or subsonic
cargo carrier. "46
What will emerge if this technology comes to fruition is a system that is
capable of strategic and tactical actions in both the atmosphere and in space
against terrestrial or space-based targets. Needless to say, this could really
confuse matters by distorting perceptions of air and space systems and their roles
within the current command structure.
For all practical purposes, systems such as this will (or certainly should)
complete the disintegration of traditional mission boundaries and, by their very
existence, reinforce the main lesson of wartime air power application that in the
more modern context, aerospace power is indivisible. New systems, such as the
aerospace vehicle are admittedly now just promising concepts, but they are
representative of a vast set of new ways to accomplish the timeless missions of
aerospace power (namely, strategic offense and defense and tactical offense and
defense). It is important to remember that a system such as the space shuttle-a
reusable vehicle that launches like a rocket, enters orbit, and then lands like an
airplane-seemed incredible not that long ago.
The President's proposal for strategic defense represents just one potential
application of technology within the medium'of space, and is not, current
rhetoric notwithstanding, the be-all of military space operations. Political
considerations will, to a large extent, determine whether we pursue this course in
the mid- to far-term using some of the more exotic technologies now being
discussed (space-based lasers, particle beam, kinetic impactors, etc.). For the
near- to mid-term (and possibly longer), the vast improvements in weapon
guidance, propulsion, and computer circuitry discussed earlier in this chapter are
merging to produce surprising advances in what is generally viewed as the more
traditional terrestrially based antiballistic missile (ABM) interceptor.
Recently, the United States conducted a successful test of a direct-impact
ICBM interceptor. As one account reported, the interceptor was able to hit a
dummy ICBM warhead "100 miles above the earth" at a combined closing
~ ~truly spectacular aspect of the test was that the
speed of 18,000 m ~ h . "The
intercept required a direct hit since no explosives, nuclear or otherwise, were
involved. The upshot of this discussion, regardless of current arms treaties, is
that there are numerous possibilities for defensive systems, not the least of which
is terrestrially based. Further, the efficacy of nonnuclear weapons in "strategic"
roles is enhanced by this type of technology, as with the other newly proposed
space and terrestrially based systems, since in earlier ABM schemes, nuclear
warheads were essential due to system inaccuracies.
Doctrinally speaking, space is nothing more than a vertical extension of the
traditional air environment. It does possess certain unique environmental
characteristics that require special equipment and procedures; but even this is a
matter of degree. For example, while the differences between the space shuttle
and a C-5 might be extensive, the same is not true of the SR-71lTAV
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comparison. The SR-71 operates at speeds of more than Mach 3 and at such
extreme altitudes that the crew must wear essentially the same pressure suits as
do astronauts. A TAV would just "fly" higher and faster. The necessity to
operate outside the atmosphere and to deal with the requirements of orbital
mechanics does not mean that "space vehicles" will have unique missions.
(After all, the laws of aerodynamics place constraints on aircraft that do not
apply to spacecraft.) The basic actions will remain the same-strategic and
tactical, offense and defense. Reconnaissance and weapons systems in space
operate higher than their air-breathing counterparts and therefore can cover
larger areas of the earth's surface. This allows for more readily apparent multiple
strategic and tactical applications; however, the same is increasingly said to be
true for the more traditional air-breathing aircraft such as the F-15 or B-52. As in
space, technology will enhance the ability of these aircraft to perform these roles
but will not change the nature of the roles themselves. Space systems are more
evolutionary than revolutionary; air, space, and aerospace vehicles are being
improved by advances in the same basic technologies.
The President's SDI program, if carried out, will not embody new military
concepts. It will be a system primarily intended to provide strategic defense of
US and possibly allied territory. In its most advanced form, it will be nothing
more than a defensive network comprised of air-breathing interceptor aircraft,
ground-launched ABM interceptor missiles, and space-based surveillance and
weapon systems. Many of the weapons will be new; many of the technologies
incorporated within those weapons could be considered revolutionary; but what
will be done with them is as old as the idea of self-defense.
Alvin Toffler, in his book The Third Wave, wrote:
Old ways of thinking, old formulas, dogmas, and ideologies, no matter how cherished or how
useful in the past no longer fit the facts. The world that is fast emerging from the clash of new
values and technologies, new geopolitical relationships, new life-styles and modes of
communication,demands wholly new ideas and analogies, classifications and concepts.48

Toffler was describing the effect of the new "high-tech" society on the way
we will live, think, and work. The changes brought by technology will affect the
profession of arms as much as, if not more than, that of medicine, law, or
engineering. However, in anticipating these changes-in
proposing
modifications to the form, structure, and methodology of the way we do
business-we must be both selective and ruthless. We must eliminate the
parochialisms that foster the "parceling out" of aerospace forces into strategic
or tactical, space, or terrestrial packages while retaining the doctrinal principles
such as the indivisibility of aerospace forces proved at such great cost during
America's wars.
We cannot allow the competition for scarce resources to color our perception
of the best ways to accomplish our warfighting mission. In other words,
"strategic" and "tactical" divisions among our aerospace forces are still there
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more for bureaucratic than practical military reasons. We lump forces into
convenient categories in order to achieve philosophical and, most important,
monetary support for those forces. While this bureaucratic shorthand may
reduce some of the complexities of the planning and budgeting maze, it also
fosters false "mythologies" that eventually prevent the most effective
application of aerospace forces. As a result, we see strategic forces (bombers,
ballistic missiles, etc.) as nuclear; tactical forces (fighters) as conventional; and
space forces as somehow different from all the rest. Parochial advocacy of
strategic, tactical, or space systems leads to plans for separate, disjointed
application of those systems.
The next chapter will attempt to combine the lessons of history with the
advances in military technology into a doctrinal synthesis-an application of the
indivisible air power concept. It will propose a global perspective for offensive
and defensive forces which acknowledges that strategic and tactical are actions,
not forces, and that nuclear forces are just that-nuclear-not
inherently
strategic or tactical.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLYING THE LESSONS:
CHANGING AEROSPACE DOCTRINE
Gen B. L. Davis, commander in chief of Strategic Air Command, wrote in
1984:
Indivisible air power is not a new concept. In combat, the need to get the most from each air
power asset has regularly forced us to set aside artificial restrictions on how we employ our
weapons. Until recently, however, in peacetime we have tended to disregard valuable wartime
lessons about the optimum application of air power.

'

The need to apply aerospace power in an optimum fashion-in such a way as
to get the most from costly equipment-has received increased emphasis
recently, as evidenced by General Davis' comments. The indivisible air power
concept is not something that was briefly discussed just after World War I1 and
forgotten; it may have been misplaced for a while, but it was not a flash in the
pan. It is a living idea that is becoming more relevant as we recognize the need
for flexible military forces that can deter war on any level by possessing visible
capabilities on any level.
The US Air Force is currently in the midst of incorporating the indivisible air
power concept into its active doctrinal statements. As General Davis said, and as
discussed in chapter 2, the concept is certainly not new, but it must be brought
into the forefront of current air power doctrine. We have had a tendency between
wars to forget the lessons of war and to allow bureaucratic momentum
("strategic and tactical" organizations) to replace historical precedent and
dictate the military planning process. Within this organizational aberration,
strategic forces compete with tactical forces for budgetary consideration; and
frequently, because of traditional associations, this means nuclear versus
conventional. We have, to a large extent, failed to recognize or have been
unwilling to take advantage of the interdependence and interoperability of
strategic and tactical forces. However, we are now taking the first of the many
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steps necessary to revise our thinking and to assure that our forces are employed
in the most effective manner in the future.

The Importance of Actions
The most recent edition of Air Force basic doctrine, Air Force Manual (AFM)
1-1, Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force, states that an air
commander's "guiding principle is to employ aerospace power as an indivisible
entity based on objectives, threats, and opportunities."2 This places the
indivisible air power concept at the very center of modern air power thinking.
This manual does not identify a command or weapon with any particular mission
or role, but instead stresses the need for flexibility and the optimum application
of all available forces. The terms "strategic" and "tactical" are identified by
AFM 1-1 as actions required, not forces employed, and nowhere are nuclear
weapons associated with a particular aircraft or type of action. These crucial
definitions state that
strategic actions normally involve attacks against the vital elements of an enemy's war
sustaining capabilities and his will to wage war.
Tactical actions are battle-related and normally urgent actions conducted against an enemy's
massed or deployed forces, his lines of communication, and his command and control
structuresused to employ forces3

The manual goes on to discuss the relationship between strategic and tactical
actions and the aerospace forces that accomplish them:
Strategic and tactical actions are not necessarily tied to specific geographic areas, operating
environments, or types of vehicles. An air commander may employ any or all of his assigned
forces to produce integrated strategic and tactical effects to support the overall ~bjective.~

Thus, the new manual ignores the traditional strategic and tactical, terrestrial
and space compartmentalizations and emphasizes the inherent flexibility of
aerospace forces to accomplish a multifaceted mission. According to this theory,
there are no inherently strategic or tactical weapons, just strategic and tactical
actions that can be accomplished in numerous ways by a variety of weapon
combinations. It is what is done with an aircraft, missile, or space system that is
important to this determination, not how far it goes, how big it is, or even the
size of its payload.
For example, the B-52 bomber has, since its first flight in 1952, been
considered a strategic asset. According to traditional nuclear-era thinking this
was because it could cany nuclear weapons over intercontinental distances. The
fact that its primary target has been the Soviet Union, a very distant and similarly
armed adversary, adds to the "strategic mystique." Gen Curtis LeMay's dream
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of "a strategic atomic striking force capable of attacking any target in Eurasia
from bases in the United States" became a reality in the 1950s with the
deployment of intercontinental bombers such as the B-36 and B-52.*These were
seen as truly strategic assets assigned to the Strategic Air Command. Of course,
the mission of such a command would be to be prepared to conduct strategic
nuclear warfare against our primary antagonist, the Soviet Union. Essentially,
with the emergence of massive retaliation, US military planning reverted back to
the pre-World War I1 style theories of the dominance of strategic bombardment.
The B-52 was in fact a strategic weapon simply because that was the only way
we planned to apply it. We forgot, in our admittedly justifiable haste to reduce
military spending and prevent nuclear war, that it is the ability to engage in
warfare, nuclear and conventional, that prevents it. However, during the 1950s
and early 1960s we built an Air Force that could not fight a conventional war
because its training and equipment were designed for nuclear war. Our bombers,
large numbers of our fighters, and later our missiles became the backbone of
nuclear deterrence at the expense of the requirement for a flexible, well-rounded
Air Force documented so painfully during World War I1 and Korea. It took
another war, this time in Vietnam, to teach those lessons one more time.
Gen William W. Momyer in writing about the early years of US involvement
in Vietnam wrote:
With the war moving toward higher levels of violence, the tactical Air Forces in the United
States were rapidly being trained and equipped for conventional actions. Since the Korean
war, relatively little attention had been given to refining or building non-nuclearweapons or to
training aircrews for delivery of non-nuclear weapom6

Thus, by the early- to mid-1960s, the nuclear imperative had become so
pervasive that neither our fighters nor bombers were equipped or trained to fight
a conventional war. Once again, as in World War I1 and Korea, we were forced
to abandon prewar concepts because of real-world wartime requirements. In the
case of Korea and especially Vietnam, we should have known better, but we
succumbed to the lure of nuclear deterrence-the hope that we could prevent all
wars by relying on a comparatively cheap arsenal of both "strategic" and
"tactical" nuclear weapons.
Today, after the military and political agonies of the Vietnam War and with an
ever-increasing demand for the reduction of the world's arsenal of nuclear
weapons, the American defense establishment is attempting to provide a
doctrinal foundation for the development of future weapons and the training of
future personnel. For the Air Force, this means returning to the proven principle
of flexibility. Weapons can no longer be bound up in neat strategic or tactical
packages or reserved exclusively for nuclear or conventional confrontation.
AFM 1-1 attempts to reduce this system orientation by first defining strategic
and tactical actions and then discussing the need for offensive and defensive
actiom7 The manual goes on to describe the nine basic missions that aerospace
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power must be prepared to ac~omplish.~
These aerospace missions are not
divided among the various weapon systems (fighters, bombers, interceptors,
etc.) or the existing air commands (Strategic Air Command, Tactical Air
Command, Military Airlift Command, etc.) but are to be accomplished by a
flexible aerospace force. As General Vandenberg pointed out, there is no
"strategic or tactical Army or Navy. "g The same should apply to air power.
Current doctrine as outlined in AFM 1-1 recognizes four basic military
actions: strategic offense, strategic defense, tactical offense, and tactical
defense. The nine aerospace missions can all be placed in at least one of the four
action categories. For instance, counterair, generally considered a tactical
action, can be either offensive or defensive and can be accomplished by an F-16,
F- 111, or B-52.Which system is chosen is purely an operational determination
dictated by such factors as forces available, range to target, expected defenses,
and weapon reliability. Who "owns" the various systems considered is
irrelevant.
The common perception of modern aerospace power is depicted by figure 1.
In this simplified view, the four basic military actions-strategic offense and
defense and tactical offense and defense-are presented in matrix form. The
"traditional" view of air power application (strategic = nuclear = bomber and
tactical = fighter = conventional) is then imposed on the matrix. In this
approach the mission of combat aircraft is directly associated with a particular
action or actions. (In the case of the "tactical" mission, fighters perform both
offense and defense.)
STRATEGIC

TACTICAL

OFFENSE

DEFENSE

INTERCEPTOR

Figure 1. Military Actions: The TraditionalView.
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It must be emphasized at this point that the distinctions between roles and
missions depicted in figure 1 do not represent established doctrine, nor are they
intended to represent an official view of either civilian or military leadership as a
whole. What they do represent is a sort of unofficial consensus or military
folklore that has been reinforced by years of association and nuclear
confrontation. The danger of this perception, which began with the theory of
massive retaliation in the 1950s, is that like some literary folklore it can become
confused with reality. An excellent example of this phenomenon is contained in
a passage from W. Hays Parks' article on air power in the Vietnam War,
"Rolling Thunder and the Law of War." In discussing the purpose and conduct
of the 43-month bombing campaign against North Vietnam, Parks wrote:
Nuclear weapons would not be used; targets in populated areas would not be attacked.
Tactical rather than strategic assets would be used to emphasize the limited nature of the
campaign.lo

Another author wrote in the same context that
the strategic deterrent role restricted all facets of B-52 employment in Vietnam. Until quite
late in the war, B-52s were not sent over North Vietnam because of the potential
repercussions, both tactical and political, if one were lost. General Momyer, commander of
7th Air Force in Vietnam from 1966 to 1968 and later commander of Tactical Air Command,
pointed out that US civilian leadership was concerned "about the effect losing even a single
aimaft would have on the image of our strategic deterrent."" [Note again that "strategic"
appears as synonymous with nuclear.]

It appears then that "strategic assets" were excluded from this campaign
because the connection between our B-52 fleet and nuclear weapons (or at least
"strategic destruction") had become so strong as to preclude even their
consideration for a nonnuclear effort against the enemy's homeland. Even those
who advocated a strictly strategic role for these aircraft were put off by this
decision. The mythology of military application had in fact become confused
with reality, a situation that would not be remedied until the Linebacker air
campaign against the North seven years later.
In contrast to the traditional perspective, figure 2 presents the integrated view
of air power application. In this diagram, strategic and tactical offense and
defense still describe the basic aerospace missions; however, in this view, the
boundary between the roles of traditionally strategic and tactical systems
(bombers and fighters in this representation) is not well defined. Instead, there is
an area of integrated application between the historic functions of these systems
in which either aircraft type can perform either strategic or tactical actions. This
"gray area" represents the previously discussed naval air strategic effort against
Japan, the B-17 and B-24 carpet bombing campaign in support of the Normandy
invasion, and the combined bomberlescort fighter air superiority struggle over
Germany. This perspective acknowledges both the necessity of bombers and
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STRATEGIC

TACTICAL

Figure 2, Integrated Application.
fighters (and missiles and space systems) in their traditional strategic or tactical
roles and also the historic requirement for flexibility in air power application.
The nuclear/conventional argument is obviously missing from this discussion
simply because it is irrelevant for our purposes. Nuclear weapons are not the
exclusive domain of any system-bombers, fighters, or ICBMs-and can be
used for both strategic or tactical actions. This does not presume to lessen the
impact of using or threatening to use nuclear weapons, but implies that the
devastation caused by their use should not blind military planners and political
leaders to the inherent flexibility of the means of delivery-including the most
"nuclear" of all aerospace systems, the ballistic missile.
The world's military arsenal is overflowing with nonnuclear missilestheater, tactical, short-range, medium-range, cruise, and ballistic. But
somehow, to suggest that an ICBM could be nonnuclear is heresy. It is nothing
more than another delivery system that should not be automatically and
irrevocably limited to nuclear delivery.
In the future, the area of integrated application will no doubt grow as
technology provides increasingly accurate and efficient nonnuclear and nuclear
weapons. As air-launched cruise missiles and ICBMs increase their range and
accuracy, as aircraft become lighter, faster, and more fuel efficient, and as
space-based systems play an increasing military role, the difference between
what were considered strategic and tactical systems will be almost
indistinguishable-unless, of course, the distinctions are artificially maintained.
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The Global Perspective
In addition to recognizing the nature of and necessity for an indivisible
approach to aerospace power application as presented thus far, we must
appreciate the global nature of aerospace power. In a modern "hi-tech"
environment, it is not enough to admit that particular systems can and do
perform numerous tasks. We must also acknowledge that aerospace forces are
not now strictly theater assets and will be even less so in the future. To
artificially restrict our forces to particular geographic boundaries is as potentially
damaging to effective wartime employment as the superficial strategic or tactical
labels we tend to place on them. Gen Russell Dougherty (USAF Retired) former
CINCSAC, wrote in a recent article:
The nation that best masters aerospace technology-and can demonstrate that mastery to
command, defend, and control global access-has the upper hand in deterring actions that
threaten its security and interests, and thus is the one best able to assert its global power
efficiently without using it at a11.I2

Flexibility and extended range have always been the hallmarks of air power;
however, we have at times artificially restricted the full utilization of those
attributes. During World War 11, after considerable high-level debate fostered by
considerable German success against American air power in North Africa, the
decision was made that air forces should be under separate command. This
meant, as Gen James Ferguson put it, that air power should not be seen as just
another "corps of the Army and considered as an extension of the field
artillery."I3 It was necessary to form air component commands under the overall
control of the theater commander rather than assign air power resources to
ground force division and corps commanders. Combat experience dictated that
in order to meet the myriad demands for available forces and take maximum
advantage of air power flexibility and range, a theater perspective rather than a
narrow division or corps front perspective had to prevail. In order to defeat the
Luftwaffe and respond to the ground threat, air power had to be managed from a
macroperspective and could not be parceled out among various ground
commanders.l4
Today, a need is arising for another change of aerospace perspective not
unlike that created by the realities of air combat in North Africa during World
War II. In this case, however, instead of parceling aerospace assets out among
the various theater commanders, we are increasingly developing the capacity for
global power projection and application. Therefore, a purely theater force today
can be compared to the air assets assigned to the ground commanders in North
Africa during World War II. Our global-range bomber aircraft such as the B-52
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and B-1B are already capable of both nuclear and conventional, strategic or
tactical actions worldwide, and in fact are the subject of numerous contingency
plans in every United States theater command. As air-refueling aircraft are
improved and made more available, and as advanced "theater" systems such as
the F-16XL (or its derivative) are produced with greatly extended range and
improved payload capability, our ability to operate on an intertheater scale will
dramatically increase.I5 As space-based systems from the more traditional
force-enhancement and support roles to the more exotic future force-application
and space-control weapons perform increasingly larger and more complex
military functions, traditional theater boundaries will become much less
meaningful than they are today.
This should not be construed as advocating dismemberment of existing theater
commands but rather as an argument for a change in perspective, a lessening of
command biases. We will always need theater organizations that are familiar
with the specific military, climatic, cultural, and geographic features of
particular regions such as Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East and that
are ready to immediately confront challenges in their areas. However, forces
nominally assigned to one theater will increasingly be required to be prepared to
operate in others. As the cost of military technology rises there will be fewer
weapons to cover the same areas and accomplish the same tasks as today.
However, the weapons we will have should be qualitatively better and more
capable of global rather than purely theater orientation.
In the final analysis, then, the indivisible air power concept encompasses
requirements for both a global perspective and the integration of "strategic" and
"tactical" forces. It upholds the principle of unity of command while insisting
on a broad view of the responsibilities and capabilities of aerospace power, and it
advocates the application of technology to current problems while avoiding a
myopic approach to a "gadget force."
Unfortunately, the need for quick reaction to selected threats and for in-depth
knowledge of particular geographical regions (characteristic of theater
commands) conflicts with the realities of scarce resources and the expanding
reach and flexibility of global aerospace forces. Examples of this conflict include
the debates over the command of SAC'S long-range combat aircraft during
regional conflict and the Navy's carrier battle groups under the same
circumstances. Multiple and conflicting demands for certain scarce assets such
as the B-52 (which is committed to the nuclear SIOP as well as to numerous
nonnuclear theater contingencies) require that these assets be under overall
central command while at the same time acknowledging the need for theater
tasking of those assets when necessary.
The same kinds of conflicts will arise-and already have arisen to some
extent-ver
the command and control of limited space systems, especially if
and when more specialized space weaponry is deployed. The requirements for
US homeland and allied defense if an SDI-type defense is deployed could result
in numerous conflicts over very limited and potentially costly systems. The
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global nature of our long-range combat and airlift aviation and our space-based
assets demands that they be applied from a macroperspective that takes both
unified theater and specified global requirements into account. In other words, a
requirement for strategic and tactical capabilities exists in both global and theater
forces simultaneously. Global commitments are demanding increasingly more
from limited military resources. l6
Aerospace doctrine and strategy must complement national security policy
and provide a central foundation for employment planning. The following pages
will suggest a theoretical foundation for such a doctrine. It is firmly based on the
precepts of current US Air Force doctrine (AFM 1-1) and draws on the historical
requirement for a flexible, indivisible approach to air power application. This
discussion is more an attempt to change prevailing attitudes and perceptions
rather than weapons and organizations, although it will propose some changes
that are contrary to currently accepted arrangements. While upholding the
principle of unity of command, it wiIl insist on an overall global approach that
uses existing and emerging long-range forces to both reinforce theater assets and
act independently to accomplish strategic and tactical actions.

Proposals for the Future:
A Doctrinal Synthesis
National safety would be endangered by an Aii Force whose doctrines and techniques are tied
solely on the equipment and processes of the moment. Present equipment is but a step in
progress, and any Aii Force which does not keep its doctrines ahead of its equipment, and its
vision far into the future, can only delude the nation into a false sense of security.I7
Gen H. H. "Hap" Arnold, 1945

We have now discussed at some length how the hard lessons of war and the
advances of technology are requiring a shift of doctrinal emphasis from a
strategicltactical to an indivisible perspective. Thus far, this chapter has
addressed the current approach to the indivisible air power concept and the need
for a global rather than narrow theater perspective. Now we turn to fulfilling
General Arnold's prescription for a robust air power structure-a doctrinal vision
of the future. In this section we will attempt to suggest a means of resolving the
conflicting theaterlglobal demands of aerospace force application discussed
earlier and will hopefully make at least the first difficult steps toward
synthesizing a prescriptive view of aerospace doctrine.
The three basic assumptions (developed by previous discussion) of this
approach are:
1. Aerospace power (not "air" or "space" power) is indivisible. Its
elements ate not inherently strategic or tactical, nuclear or conventional, but are
capable of a large variety of strategic or tactical actions. How each system is
used should be determined by the capabilities of the system (weapon + carrier)
as matched to the requirements of the mission.
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2. Aerospace power, because of its increasingly global nature, will require a
command and control philosophy and structure that enhances its changing
nature. Both central and theater planners must develop a global perspective
toward aerospace operations.
3. Technology in the form of such advances as improved standoff weapons;
faster, longer range aircraft; smaller, faster, more capable circuitry; and
emerging low radar reflective (stealth) materials and techniques is providing the
capability of a truly indivisible aerospace force that can accomplish short notice
strategic or tactical, nuclear or conventional actions worldwide.
This "proposal for the future" envisions the utilization and expansion of
intercontinental-range aerospace forces (B-52, B-lB, space systerns, ICBMs)
into global offensive and defensive commands that would operate independently
(for example, to defend the United States or strike Soviet strategic targets) and
also would provide vital tactical and strategic support to theater commanders.
These commands would take full advantage of the inherent flexibility of our
long-range aerospace forces to accomplish strategic and tactical offensive and
defensive actions.
Under this concept all aerospace weapons, regardless of type or unit of
assignment, would be placed into one of three categories depending on how they
were being used at the time (fig. 3):
1. Central systems. Those forces such as long-range combat aircraft, ICBMs,
or space-based weapons that are employed at the direction of the national
command authorities (NCA) or JCS to respond to conflict (nuclear or
conventional) worldwide.
2. Deployed central systems. Those forces that are assigned from central
systems for strategic or tactical offensive and defensive actions at the direction of
the theater commander as tasked by the NCA, JCS, or the theater commander.
3. Theater systems. Other force elements assigned to the theater air
commander and generally stationed within the geographic boundaries of the
theater command for strategic and tactical offensive and defensive actions (those
forces not normally considered central or global systems).
The proposed global offensive and defensive commands would manage and
command those forces associated with categories 1 and 2 while theater air
component commanders would maintain command of the third grouping and
would attain at least tasking authority for the deployed central systems assigned
to them during wartimelcrisis. Figure 3 demonstrates this relationship among our
forces and command organizations. Although it addresses only the offensive half
of the equation, the relationships are the same-with only some of the weapon
systems being different-for the defense. This proposal stresses the application
of aerospace forces according to their capabilities and the elimination of the rigid
strategic and tactical stereotypes.
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Figure 3. Aerospace System Employment.
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These global commands are not all that far from reality even now. Strategic
Air Command already possesses all of the US Air Force's long-range offensive
firepower (nuclear and a fast-growing nonnuclear capability). What remains is to
stress the indivisible nature of those forces and their inherent ability to provide
tactical as well as strategic firepower (as enhanced by recent advances in both
weapon and aircraft technology). Essentially, then, SAC is already a global
offensive command. It (or its successor) must in the future possess the advanced
systems, including any future space-based offensive forces, that will allow it to
provide required global offensive capabilities. Of course, the name "Strategic
Air Command" may have to change since the organization's charter will
encompass more than just strategic actions, but this is (or should be) a minor
matter.
The defensive half of this global capability does not seem to have quite as
clear an antecedent. As discussed in chapter 3, the President has initiated a quest
for a national (strategic) defensive capability. The point was also made that
allied pressure and fear of "fortress America" may force the expansion of such a
system, if developed, to cover more than US soil.
If it is eventually proven that space-based weapon systems can provide a
reasonably effective defense against missiles, and possibly aircraft, the same
structure built to provide strategic defense for the United States could
conceivably provide comparable strategic and tactical capabilities for theater
commanders. In fact, a theater-based antitactical missile (ATM)--antistrategic
to most Europeans-has already been discussed and, if approved, is not far from
deployment. Eventually, this system could provide basic point defense of US
targets and become an element of our theater defensive systems.18 The more
advanced and quantitatively limited SDI systems could then be assigned to the
global defense organization, very possibly a direct descendant of the current
North American Air Defense Command (NORAD), that would be responsible
for providing forces for the defense of both the United States itself and theater
commands. As with their offensive counterpart, these forces would be classified
as central or deployed central depending on how they were assigned at the time.
A major reason for the development of this global offense and defense
structure is the costtdemand factor. Major global weapons such as the B-lB,
Advanced Technology Bomber (ATB-"Stealth"),
or space-based offensive
and defensive weapons are so expensive as to prohibit the production of enough
systems to satisfy the force structure demands of all potential users-unless, of
course, we made the decision to rely exclusively on these forces for our
aerospace force structure. This decision would undoubtedly prove to be a grave
error, as was our decision during the 1950s to rely almost totally on "strategic"
nuclear and "strategic" defensive forces. As with the World War I1 decisions to
macromanage air power in order to meet the entire air and ground threat, there
must be a central structure for applying vital global resources to effectively meet
the greatest threats in today's world, regardless of location.
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The nuclear nemesis also plays into this discussion. The majority, if not all, of
the systems assigned to these global commands would play a crucial role in both
nuclear and nonnuclear conflict. Chapters 2 and 3 of this paper stressed the
indivisible nature of aerospace forces by stating in part that virtually no system,
including bombers and missiles, could or should be considered as exclusively
either nuclear or conventional. However, the realities of a nuclear-armed world
require integrated application of nuclear capable systems into structures such as
the SIOP and will likely require a similar structure for those US forces
designated for defense against Soviet nuclear weapons. The deterrence of
nuclear warfare (strategic, theater strategic, or tactical) requires nothing less
than a visible capability to conclude such a conflict on favorable terms.19 The
dilution of our long-range nuclear offensive forces and our strategic defense into
permanent theater packets does not project this kind of capability.
At the same time, to ignore the increasing potential of these force elements for
nonnuclear tasking would be tantamount to a major force structure reduction for
our theater commanders. As discussed earlier, the Soviet Union does not present
the only threat to US and allied security. The varied and dispersed nature of
potential military threats makes the availability of rapid-response, global-range
forces an important element of our overall military capability. As one senior
Defense Department officer wrote in discussing the need for nonnuclear bomber
forces:
Without a strong, rapid-response conventional force that has credibility, and the resolve to use
it, the United States can have very little impact on many of the world's potential trouble spots
which are critical to our national interest."

If the United States and its allies are indeed serious about constraining Soviet
expansion, but are not able or willing to quantitatively match Soviet and Warsaw
Pact military forces, then we must begin to incorporate our global-range forces
into our military plans in a major way. It is highly unlikely that NATO, the most
powerful of the alliances, will ever be able to match the sheer size of the Warsaw
Pact military establishment. To make matters worse, the alliance is finding it
increasingly difficult to maintain the qualitative edge it has relied on for so long
to deter Soviet aggression. But, as suggested by the quote above, threats to US
security and interests are global, not just in Europe, and they come from sources
other than just the Soviet Union.
Continuing turmoil in the Persian Gulf area, Lebanon, Central America, the
Philippines, and Southeast Asia, along with the direct Soviet involvement in
Afghanistan and new challenges in the Caribbean (e.g., Grenada), gives rise to
serious concerns about US ability to "cover all the bases" and still maintain a
strong presence in some of the more traditional hot spots such as Europe
(plagued by persistent unrest in Poland and increasing terrorist activity) and
Korea ("hot'' since World War 11). In order to deal with an ever-increasing list
of contingencies and increasingly well-armed potential adversaries (superpower
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or third world), our air power must be applied from a global, indivisible
perspective. Simply put, our highly capable theater-based F-15s and F-16s or
carrier-based F-14s and F-18s can have little impact in the Persian Gulf if they
are in Europe or even in the Mediterranean. While it is true that these forces can
be redeployed (and indeed are highly trained for such operations), redeployment
requires time, landing and basing rights, aerial refueling and possibly numerous
defense and support vessels, and most likely the ability to shift forces from one
theater to another. The problem is that while all this is occurring and a proper
command structure is being formed, an aggressor is consolidating his position
and building up a much-needed supply base. The best way to illustrate the merits
of global aerospace power in such a context is through the use of a recent
example.

The Falklands: ~ ' ~ l o bScenario
al
An admittedly somewhat overused but still highly relevant example of the
necessity for quick-response, global-range forces is the 1982 Falkland Islands
conflict during which the United Kingdom, equipped primarily for conflict in
Europe, was required to project a sizeable combat force 8,000 miles to the
extreme South Atlantic. This long-range "dust up" proved at least three points
that are germane to this discussion: (1) Even an emerging third world military
power, with enough nerve and a few advanced weapons can be a deadly foe;
(2) a nation that neglects its ability to project military power over long distances
in a timely manner cannot retain claim to global power status; and (3) aerospace
power is crucial to such an endeavor.
British losses during the campaign bear ample witness to both the
determination and deadlines of Argentine forces, especially their air power: 255
dead, 777 wounded; 6 ships sunk and 10 others "more or less badly damaged."2'
This is not meant to belittle the British effort; it was, considering the availability
and disposition of forces, a brilliantly planned and executed operation requiring
tremendous military expertise and ingenuity. While the British did achieve their
goals, the margin of success was frightfully narrow.
A major shortfall in British capability was in the ability to rapidly project
offensive power. It required 10 days for the first military element, the submarine
Spartan, to reach the Falklands and 27 days for the first fleet elements to arrive
on station (a remarkable feat in itself).22Not until 1 May, one month after the
invasion, was long-range air power used; a single British Vulcan bomber struck
the Port Stanley airfield, as one account put it, "serving notice on the Argentines
that the airfield and any resources that the Argentines might seek to deploy there
were at risk from long-range air power deployed on a secure base well outside
the theater of operations."23
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The Falklands battle was the spark for numerous lingering controversies,
primarily over the response capability and vulnerability of large naval surface
forces and major capital vessels such as modem aircraft carriers." This
discussion does not address the details of such matters except to emphasize that it
requires time to deploy major military forces over the distances involved in
operations such as the Falklands. A carrier battle group can provide excellent
theater force capability once it is in range; a US Air Force F-16 wing
(approximately 72 aircraft) is a potent theater offensive and defensive force once
it arrives in theater (assuming there is an existing runway) and then can have
around 72 hours to set up its operations. Time is the enemy in situations like the
Falklands conflict or a major Soviet action in the Persian Gulf region. In the days
and weeks required to deploy major theater naval, air and ground units, the
enemy is gaining ground, reinforcing his position and developing a supply
base-all of which make it more difficult to dislodge him once proper forces
arrive.
The ability to apply direct force in a matter of hours (24 to 48) in situations
like these can be invaluable. While adequate long-range nonnuclear air power
such as the B-52 in all probability could not have by itself forced the Argentines
to withdraw from the Falklands, it could have made consolidation and
reinforcement during those very crucial first days a very difficult and unpleasant
task for the Argentines and would certainly have demonstrated resolve early on.
In this respect one researcher concluded:
It is well recognized by military planners that the first 48 to 72 hours of a conflict are
potentially crucial. With a minimum or no warning time the LRCA [long-range combat
aircraft-B-52, B-1, etc.] is the only conventional military force we can project to stem the
tide of battle in those first crucial hours.25

Unfortunately, the British on 1 April 1982 did not possess a real long-range
nonnuclear air capacity. The 1 May Vulcan strike and those that followed did
prove that an essentially medium-range combat system, designed and deployed
for "strategic" nuclear conflict, could be deployed for long-range conventional
"tactical" operations. However, it required a month to reconfigure the aircraft,
train the crew, and establish the logistics for the action. Unfortunately, the result
was little more than a show of force simply because of limited assets and the
hardships involved.26
A centralized global offensive force consisting in the near-term of long-range
combat aircraft, and possibly in the future space-based or transatmospheric
systems, could probably not "solve" a crisis such as the Falklands. It cannot
land troops, supply them, and then occupy the islands. However, as a central
force it can deliver the crucial early blows at consolidating land and sea forces
and at supporting airfields; and then upon arrival of theater forces, it can act as a
deployed central force under the direction of the theater commander. Modem
standoff weapons either would allow air operations against valuable targets in
high-threat areas well before other forces arrive or would allow long-range
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elements to act as immediate reinforcement of existing in-place theater assets (as
in Europe), possibly from CONUS airfields.
This is essentially what is done now; SAC tankers and several B-52 units are
assigned conventional as well as nuclear missions. However, as a senior Defense
Department official wrote:
The only national asset we have which is capable of projecting heavy conventional firepower
on a global basis within 24 hours is long-range airpower. Yet, surprisingly, we have not
managed to keep that asset current in the technology of conventional warfare.27

In the same vein, another article on SAC'S forces maintained that there were
two main problems with respect to providing extensive global nonnuclear
support-not enough aircraft and a "lack of appropriate munitions." It
maintained that highly accurate standoff weapons were crucial to future
effectiveness but concluded in dismay that "at present SAC has nothing good in
its stockpile for attacking major theater targets. "28
Col Clyde Bodenheimer's study of new technology weapons and long-range
air power concluded that our B-52 fleet is limited by the fact that current gravity
bombs are inadequate for many potential targets and that delivery of what we do
have requires direct target overflight, an "unattractive option" in an era of
sophisticated defensive systems.29In other words, if the United States were to
face a Falklands-style conflict today, the only aerospace forces available for
truly rapid global response would be limited in both numbers and weapons
capability. In the future, as new aircraft such as the B-1B and ATB and new
accurate standoff weapons enter the inventory, global offensive capability
should be much improved. Even further into the future as space systems evolve
new capabilities and functions, global offense should develop effectiveness and
responsiveness only dreamed of heretofore.
The same is true, of course, of the defensive side of the equation. As airbreathing "interceptors" increase their range and as programs such as SDI
produce operational systems (whether actual weapons or sophisticated
surveillance and guidance systems), the ability to project defensive power should
markedly improve. If just sophisticated surveillance systems had been available
to the British in the South Atlantic, most of their losses might have been avoided.
Fleet elements could have had ample warning of Argentine air attack, something
British forces were sorely lacking during the battle. It can reasonably be argued
that modem US carrier battle groups could supply such capabilities for both
surveillance and active defense.30 It can also be argued that global aerospace
forces could have begun operations well before arrival of fleet elements and
could have then supported them afterwards. It is important to understand that
these global combatants are intended to complement, not compete with, theater
forces.
In this context, it is worth repeating that no force element--central, deployed
central, or theater-has a monopoly on either strategic or tactical actions. It is
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not a function of range, payload, or size but how the weapon is used. The
combination of both deployed central and theater assets tends to compensate for
the weaknesses of each individual element; the potential vulnerability and long
deployment times of aircraft carriers and in-theater Air Force assets is offset to a
large degree by the extended range and rearward basing of global forces. At the
same time, forward theater forces have greater short-term responsiveness to
real-time battlefield and air threats than do long-range combat aircraft, and in
sophisticated defensive environments are vital to the maintenance of air
superiority. The theater responsiveness of aircraft such as the F-4, F-15, or A-10
is complemented by the global responsiveness of long-range combat aircraft
such as the B-52 or B-1B and the worldwide access of space systems.
The technology/numbers controversy, as discussed in chapter 3, was
summarized by Secretary of Defense Weinberger in discussing the increasing
complexity and cost of the traditional "tactical" air arm.
The cost of buying and operating our tactical Air Forces are taking an increasing share of the
defense budget. Their increasing complexity is a significant factor not only in this growth, but
also in an increasing difficulty in maintaining the combat readiness of our aircrews and their
equipment. These trends, if continued, could jeopardize our ability, to maintain a force that is
large enough, that is modem enough, and that is ready enough to cany out our war plans.31

Secretary of Defense Weinberger has expressed a valid and widespread
concern that our increasing reliance on highly sophisticated equipment is
restricting the size and overall capability of our aerospace forces. An
indivisiblelglobal approach to aerospace employment would help ease these
concerns in three ways:
1. The application of new technology weapons would extend the useful lives
of such older systems as the F-4 and B-52 by providing them new capabilities
such as standoff attack and highly accurate and maneuverable air-to-air missiles.
2. The elimination of residual parochialisms will allow the application of all
elements of our aerospace forces-bombers, fighters, space systems, missilesaccording to their ability to accomplish the task at hand and will foster
intertheater, intercommand, and interservice cooperation.
3. The same open-minded approach to aerospace power application will
provide tremendous force enhancement and multiplier effects as weapon systems
are applied against several mission categories and across the various theater
boundaries (including space).
As mentioned in chapter 3, none of this-the ET weapons, global forces,
theater commands-relieves us of the responsibility for developing skilled and
dedicated leaders, trained and disciplined personnel, and sound well-founded
doctrine. The time is gone when we could count on materiel superiority and
bludgeon tactics to carry the battle. What the British lacked in numbers and hitech equipment during the Falklands battle they made up for in leadership, skill,
ingenuity, and courage.
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By the same token, the Argentine air force with a total of five Exocet missiles,
an arsenal of World War I1 vintage iron bombs (many with defective fuses), and
more than their share of tenacity and courage almost wrecked British plans to
retake the islands.
While they caused much debate, ET weapons did not dictate the outcome of
the battle. The deciding factors were training, determination, and (in the case of
the British at least) a military doctrine that encouraged initiative and flexibility in
all areas particularly in their air power.32By contrast, the Argentine army was
accused of "tactics, fieldcraft and motivation" that were "lamentable" and
"American training that had taught them to rely too heavily on resources rather
than human endeavor."33
This chapter has presented an overview of the requirements for developing an
indivisible approach to aerospace doctrine. The importance of seeing the terms
"strategic" and "tactical" as actions required, not forces employed, is central
to this perspective-to overcoming the folklore of military application. The
second major element is a global perspective. In order to effectively meet our
global responsibilities, we must think, plan, train, and equip for worldwide force
employment. Our attention seems riveted on Europe and the Middle East; and
while no one should doubt the seriousness of the threat to those regions, we must
not allow ourselves to be surprised by a long-range Falklands-type aggression
and to be hobbled by an inability for rapid response to such a crisis anywhere on
the globe.
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CHAPTER 5

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION:
A SEARCH FOR BALANCE
In a world increasingly plagued with highly sophisticated and deadly
weaponry and dominated by an ideological/military competition potentially
more dangerous than any and all before it, we clearly cannot abandon our pursuit
of technological excellence. But neither can we fail to learn from those like the
British and Argentines who have experienced both the successes and failures of
military technology. A nation that has been historically blessed with abundant
resources, manpower, and a massive industrial base would be foolish not to take
advantage of them; but the nation that relies too heavily on resources degrades
the value of "human endeavor" and thereby risks defeat at the hands of those
with superior will and skill. In this context, how we use our weapons is every bit
as important as the weapons we use.
If this volume has one overriding purpose, it is to stress the indivisibility of
aerospace power and the resilience and ingenuity of the people that make it work
despite the "handicaps" of a computer age society. This study unfortunately
cannot provide these people with will and skill; that is a function of leadership
and training. It can, however, suggest a doctrine of flexibility that would provide
a basic framework within which those vital human elements can be most
effective. The philosophy of indivisible air power and global perspective
provides the basis of this framework. What remains to consider is a brief
discussion of the mechanics-the
specific recommendations-that
turn
philosophy into action. This final section will include a discussion of three
elements: organizational structure, force structure, and arms control. To be truly
effective, these elements must be accompanied by a fundamental shift in
doctrinal perspective-how we think about the weapons we use. Without this,
these proposals may represent nothing more than a shuffling of bureaucratic
interests.
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Organizational Structure
There seems to be a common tendency within large bureaucracies to view
"surgery" on wiring diagrams as a prime remedy for organizational maladiesto perform a simple realignment of responsibilities to do basically the same
things (hopefully) better. By itself, a change in organizational structure is no
cure for doctrinal ills. It cannot make people think differently. However, that
does not mean that a review of our bureaucratic "habits" is not in order as a part
of a deeper examination. This section will, as a part of a more complete doctrinal
review, attempt to present one organizational proposal that is intended to foster a
change in how we think about application of aerospace power-away from
historic strategic and tactical compartmentalization and toward an indivisible
perspective. It is not the only possible route to this end; it is just one view based
on current research.
The purpose of any organization's structure should simply be to enhance the
organization's ability to perform its task. Since in this case the task or mission is
to be prepared to cany out aerospace warfare, the structure should provide a
means for effectively integrating air and space forces for the purpose of
accomplishing strategic and tactical offensive and defensive actions. Figure 4
presents in graphic form the command structure discussed in the previous
chapter. It is not in any major way different from the current US structure in that
it emphasizes what are essentially specified and unified commands with broad
global or more specific theater responsibilities. The global (specified) commands
would retain their broad continuing worldwide responsibilities while the theater
(unified) commands would accomplish area-specific, multiservice missions as
both the specified and unified commands do today.
The three global commands depicted in figure 4---Global Offense, Global
Defense, and Military Airlift-would be responsible for accomplishing their
tasks alone (central force) or in conjunction with theater forces (deployed
central) at the direction of the theater commander through the air component
commander. These commands would possess the requisite air and space forces
for a truly global offensive, defensive, and airlift capability. This structure
would manage quantitatively limited, global-range forces capable of both
strategic and tactical action and would therefore have forces readily available for
application where most needed (with both nuclear and nonnuclear weapons in at
least the case of global offense, much as SAC does today). The Global Defense
would retain the current NORAD (North American Air Defense Command)
mission of aerospace defense of the United States while the Global Offense
would be responsible for long-range offensive force application against the
Soviet homeland.
In this structure, theater (unified) commands are responsible for
accomplishing strategic and tactical actions that affect the outcome of conflict
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within that specific geographical region, or environment in the case of Space
Command (SPACECMD). Global offensive and defensive forces assigned to the
theater will be under the direction of the air or Air Force component commander
and will operate in conjunction with theater forces. Further, to provide a truly
flexible force, theater forces should be prepared to deploy to other theaters as the
overall situation dictates.
The theater air component commander is responsible for theater air control. In
the case of SPACECMD, its primary mission would be to control the space
environment with assigned forces and to support the space-based forces of all
users (launch, recovery, weather, global reconnaissance, multiuser
communications, etc.). This doctrine sees the commander of Space Comnand as
essentially another theater commander, with control of the space environment as
important to him as air control is to the air commander in Europe. As we noted
earlier, the indivisible air power doctrine does not associate functional
uniqueness with the space environment. It is seen as an environment (albeit
somewhat more inhospitable) from which global offense and defense may be
accomplished. Although "higher altitude" does prevent easy access to the
medium, it allows more direct, quick-response global access.
This suggested organizational framework should improve the overall
effectiveness of aerospace forces by recognizing both the global nature and
inherent flexibility of those forces. It rejects the institutionalization of the
strategic and tactical missions and by emphasizing global and theater commands,
highlights the growing capability of aerospace forces for multiple strategic and
tactical application. The philosophy behind this structural framework recognizes
the necessity for unity of command and regional expertise while reducing the
effects of limited resources by stressing global application.
It is not fundamentally different from the way we do business now. The basic
command structure already exists--SAC, ADCOM, MAC, and the theater
commands such as EUCOM, PACOM, and SPACECMD. As mentioned earlier,
what is therefore necessary is more of a change in perceptions than in
organizations and in attitudes rather than weapons. This is nothing more than an
attempt to get the most from current and future forces through organizational
flexibility.

Force Structure
The second issue also involves flexibility. It concerns the weapons required
for a truly flexible aerospace force-the force structure. The focus here will be
primarily on the global force requirements rather than the theater (unified)
systems (a detailed treatment of both would be beyond the scope of the project).
With respect to one element of our global offensive capability, one officer
wrote:

-
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The fact that long range bombers were procured as nuclear delivery vehicles blinds many
critics to their conventional utility. This has led to steady, force structure attrition. . . . In
conventional war, numbers count. . . . The decisive military result demands adequate
numbers of aircraft, crews, munitions and support required to do the job. The United States is
perilously close to allowing its long range airpower force structure to subside below the level
required to support low intensity conflict while still reserving a meaningful alert force.

'

This reemphasizes the quantitative argument made earlier-we require
enough global-range offensive forces to accomplish vital nuclear and
nonnuclear, strategic and tactical taskings. It stresses the requirement for both an
adequate force structure and central control of such valuable and limited systems
as the B-52 and B-1B. Figure 5 vividly demonstrates the decline of our longrange bomber force over the past 26 years-from a high of over 1,800 aircraft in
1959 (nothing in comparison to World War 11 levels) to less than 300 presently,
hardly adequate for the force's currently substantial and still-growing nuclear
and nonnuclear taskings.
To allow further erosion of this vital and flexible resource would be to
endanger US capability for rapid nonnuclear force projection since it can be
assumed that nuclear tasking will remain. (US political and military leadership
can be seen as legitimately reluctant to further compromise what they see as an
already strained nuclear capability.) This does not imply advocacy of a return to
the late 1950s heyday of the long-range strategic nuclear bomber. The cost of
such a move would likely entail a severe restriction of other equally useful and
flexible central and theater forces (ICBMs, F- 16s, etc.), upsetting an already
delicate balance from the other direction. Moreover, it has been sufficiently
demonstrated that bombers alone are certainly no substitute for a well-rounded
aerospace force structure. However, the advent of the B-1B and the somewhat
less-defined (at least publicly) ATB presents an opportunity to adjust the balance
by reintroducing the bomber's unmatched global-range, large payload flexibility
into the conventional force structure. The combination of the new B-1B and
ATB airframes with the B-52 rearmed with modem standoff weapons and
improved defensive equipment would present a highly flexible mission spectrum
available for short-notice use virtually anywhere in the world.2
By the same token, a highly flexible theater force structure consisting of
modern F-15, F-16, and A-10 aircraft, reinforced by F-4s and F-1 11s rearmed
with new ET weapons and a force of short- and medium-range missiles present a
tremendous capability for strategic and tactical action. In developing future force
structures for both central and theater forces we must be aware of the
increasingly critical quantity-quality dilemma. While high-quality, sophisticated
aircraft are crucial to a strong defense posture, so are adequate numbers. The
application of new standoff air-to-ground and air-to-air weapon technologies and
improved ECM systems will complement the advanced characteristics of our
most modern systems as well as improve the overall performance of "older" but
still very useful airframes. As we plan for the future it should be kept in mind

FISCAL YEAR
Source: Col John 1. Kohout, "Long-Range Airpower in Low Intensity Conflict ," prepared for presentation at the Ninth Air University
Airpower Symposium, Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala., 11-13 March 1985.

Figure 5. Long-Range Combat Aircraft, 1954-84.
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that advances in weapon technology are as important as improvements in the
aircraft that carry the weapons, if not more so.
In the more distant future, space systems may provide a significant portion of
our global defensive and possibly offensive warfighting capability. Indirect
combat missions such as weapon guidance, targeting, and surveillance already
play a major role in our overall military capability. The crucial point in
developing space-based systems is conveyed by a phrase frequently heard in
military and Defense Department discussions: "Space is a place not a mission."
In other words, it is just another place to perform the traditional air power
missions; it is not "owned" by any one organization and not dedicated to any
one mission. We must not develop a stereotypical view of this environment as
the exclusive domain of the strategic defense or of one command structure. To
do so would be to repeat the same type mistakes as the pre-World War I1 air
power planners who recognized the tremendous potential of the air environment
and the strategic offense, but in their haste to prove the value of the air arm and
develop a rationale for independence, proceeded to restrict air power by
advocating a primarily strategic offensive force structure as the way to win future
wars. The war proved, of course, that no force could stand alone-not bombers
or fighters; not air forces, naval forces, or ground forces-and certainly no single
weapon or medium was "decisive."
What is being advocated here is nothing more than a balanced approach to
aerospace force structure issues-a balance of force elements (bombers,
fighters, etc.), mission orientation (strategic and tactical, offense and defense),
and environmental factors (air and space). To attain a more balanced force
structure, we clearly require a larger, more flexible force of long-range combat
aircraft, a force that is not restricted to or by the historic nuclear imperative. We
must also not allow the increased attention paid to space, and particularly to the
potential defensive uses of the medium, to overshadow the requirement for a
balanced aerospace force capable of offensive as well as defensive actions. As
AFM 1-1 states with respect to the mission of aerospace forces:
The basic objective of aerospace forces is to win the aerospace battle-to gain andlor maintain
control of the aerospace environment and to take decisive actions immediately and directly
against an enemy's warfighting capacity.3

A balanced aerospace force of the future may very well require more attention
to a strategic defense against ballistic missiles, but that in no way reduces the
requirement for theater forces or strategic offense. In fact, it is difficult to
imagine a military force that relies on strategic defense as its primary nuclear
deterrent as actually being able to maintain deterrence. Nevertheless, an
effective strategic defensive component may eventually require a space-based
element, but this requirement does not of itself eliminate the need for a means of
"space control" and offensive force application. In other words, a capable
offense will always be r e q ~ i r e dA
. ~balanced globalltheater aerospace force mix
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capable of offensive and defensive actions will, or certainly should, be an
integral part of overall US military force structure for at least the foreseeable
future.

Arms Control
Arms control efforts have tremendous potential for affecting this balanced
aerospace capability. The banning or severe restriction of certain types of
weapons may be seen as lessening the threat of nuclear warfare by simply
reducing the machines of nuclear destruction; but the same act, by eliminating
one category of weapon (for instance the bomber), may also reduce the means by
which we conduct nonnuclear warfare and may therefore adversely affect the
overall military balance. Thus, arms control can be a two-edged sword,
reducing on the one hand the weapons of nuclear war, but at the same time
causing an increase in the reliance on nuclear weapons to prevent all forms of
war, especially if long-range forces are important to a nation's overall capability
(as with the United States).
We do well to remember that an arms control agreement does not necessarily
lessen the differences between nations. Weapons are not the cause but are mere
manifestations of those differences. Walter B. Slocombe sums up this view this
way:
At bottom, arms control is an aspect of dealing with the unpleasant fact that the USSR will not
disappear and is not likely to reform. It is clear that we must not fail to compete diplomatically
and militarily, including by conventional defense adequate to the myriad of more likely
immediate confrontations and by nuclear programs adequate to sustain a military balance in
any event.'

The Soviet Union, as Slocornbe points out, will surely not disappear, nor is it
likely, as much as we may wish it, to reform. It will probably remain a strong
ideological adversary as well as military rival for many years to come. It is only
reasonable and prudent to attempt some form of mutual arms restraint; however,
that attempt to limit nuclear arms should not be allowed to hobble our nonnuclear
advantages. Even if mutual, verifiable reductions in nuclear arms are achieved,
the Soviet Union will remain along with, it must be remembered, Iran, Cuba,
North Korea, Nicaragua, Libya, the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact, and others. As
nuclear arms are reduced, more pressure will most likely be placed on
conventional forces to maintain our defense and international influence. Many
analysts are convinced that combined NATO theater and American nuclear
forces have, for many years, prevented the titanic clash of modem conventional
armies that would greatly exceed even the violence of World War II.6
Thus, our arms control policy, as with our organizational and force structures,
should strive to preserve a balance of aerospace forces-a balance of strategic
and tactical capabilities. This is the vital contribution of the indivisible air power
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concept. Strategic does not mean nuclear, and space is not just a place to defend
against nuclear weapons. We must be careful that in our zeal to reduce the
world's massive nuclear arsenals we do not render ourselves vulnerable. To
eliminate all space weapons in the name of Soviet-American nuclear arms
control is to ignore other requirements such as the need to control that medium
against actions by all adversaries or the potential for tactical nonnuclear actions
from space. By the same token, a continual reduction of our long-range combat
air assets under the auspices of nuclear weapon control is to eliminate a very
valuable asset for intercontinental, quick-response, nonnuclear force projection,
just as the limitation or removal of F-111s from the US European forces would
severely impair our dual-role deep-strike capability. To do this is not to reduce
nuclear weapons; it is to eliminate only the means of their delivery, along with
numerous other valuable functions from sea surveillance to large-scale
conventional area bombardment.
To further complicate matters, the recent nuclear winter studies and debates
surrounding this issue may eventually have a significant impact on the arms
control process. If a nuclear winter effect is officially recognized as possible by
the major nuclear powers, governments may view the arms control process as a
major if not the only means of preventing global calamity. (There are, in fact,
preliminary indications that the US government may be accepting at least the
essence of the nuclear winter t h e ~ r y . )However,
~
regardless of the official view,
continued public debate could result, at least in the Western nations, in
tremendous public pressure to freeze, reduce, or ban what is seen as a bloated
and now useless stockpile of nuclear weapons and, more important for this
argument, the systems that deliver them. In this environment, Western
governments must be prepared to resist impassioned public outcries for the carte
blanche reduction of nuclear weapons. We must be careful not to focus on
reductions to such an extent as to create dangerous vulnerabilities and
instabilities. We must also be careful not to throw the baby out with the bath
water, so to speak; that is, we should not unnecessarily restrict or eliminate
systems that have utility outside the nuclear arena. There surely must be yetunexplored ways to limit the nuclear delivery capability of these systems as
necessary while not totally eliminating them (much as the Soviets have done
with their Bear bombers).
As stated earlier, as much as we may wish it, nuclear weapons will not
disappear, even if the worst nuclear winter scenarios are accepted. Arms control
efforts may be mankind's last great hope, but to assume that they will result in
the complete elimination of nuclear weapons is a false hope. Dr Kissinger
~
advocates reducing nuclear warheads over their means of d e l i ~ e r y .Edward
Rowny, former chief US strategic arms negotiator, writes that "the new
approach is to reduce warheads . . . the things that really count" and not to
concentrate on delivery vehicle^.^ This approach makes sense from both the
perspective of nuclear stability and weapon system flexibility. The President's
Commission on Strategic Forces insists that ensuring stability (expressed by a
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low military incentive to strike first) is far preferable to a near-sighted drive to
reduce numbers and that "stability at a higher level is preferable to instability at
a lower level."1° This may prove to be a prudent attitude, even considering the
nuclear winter phenomenon since no one knows the level of intensity at which
nuclear winter occurs. There is no guarantee that a quick exchange of a few
hundred "tactical" nukes will not produce the necessary conditions. Therefore,
it would seem far more desirable to work toward elimination of incentives to
strike first (secure weapons; secure, effective and redundant command and
control; and a credible nonnuclear as well as nuclear capability) as a necessary
precondition to large-scale reductions. This does not advocate an increase in
numbers of nuclear weapons but does require their improvement.
Further, as we reduce delivery vehicles (be they bombers, fighters, or
missiles) in the presence of MIRV (multiple independently targetable reentry
vehiclenumerous warheads on one vehicle, most commonly associated with
ballistic missiles), we may actually be increasing the first-strike threat. Simply
stated, as targets become fewer, the possibility of a successful first strike
increases, and it could be argued that so does the temptation to do so if our
systems are not secure. Dr Henry Kissinger put it this way:
This problem cannot be solved by deep reductions in delivery vehicles. Given the
disproportion between warheads and launchers, reductions either are irrelevant to the danger
of surprise attack, or perversely, increase it. With present [multiple warhead] weapons, the
greater the reductions, the fewer would be the targets for a first strike and the greater would be
its calculability."

Thus, stability, as represented by (at a minimum) secure weapons, is the key
to the prevention (or deterrence) of war. This applies as much to nonnuclear as
nuclear forces, for a lack of credible conventional warfighting capability is a sure
ticket to either capitulation or nuclear conflict. A balanced deterrent requires a
balanced force structure; this should be the aim of our arms control effort, not
simply an agreement for its own sake. Part of this vital process is the recognition
of the flexibility of aerospace forces to provide both nuclear and nonnuclear
fmpower against any potential adversary (not just the Soviet Union) anywhere in
the the world (not just in Europe). We must, and probably can, reduce the risk of
nuclear conflict through negotiation, but we must not forget that the US-Soviet
relationship is and will continue to be a competitive one, even after we sign
another agreement, just as it has been after all the past agreements.
Our aerospace doctrine should be concerned with assuring US ability to cope
with the military aspects of that competition. In the present case, doctrine is
advocating a truly flexible, global aerospace force as one way to address the
growing numerical disparity that past arms agreements have done precious little
to correct. While not an element of military doctrine, our arms control policy
should at least be sensitive to the goals set out in military doctrine. In this sense
our approach should be security and stability over numbers, for once a truly
stable relationship is attained it becomes much easier to then reduce absolute
numbers of weapons.
82
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During the Geneva arms talks, we must ensure that we do not collaterally
damage our nonnuclear capabilities since in a post-Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks (START) world where nuclear weapons, while not eliminated altogether,
are substantially reduced, nonnuclear weapons will be required to do many of the
to prevent war.
things we now rely on nuclear weapons to do--mainly
Furthermore, in today's context (exacerbated by the possibilities of nuclear
winter), the reduction of some forces such as the long-range combat aircraft in
the name of nuclear arms control is to eliminate a highly flexible combat system
that is much more than the popularized perception of the Armageddon maker and
increasingly valuable because of that flexibility.

Conclusion
Giulio Douhet, in his 1921 dissertation on air power employment entitled The
Command of the Air, wrote that "victory smiles upon those who anticipate the
changes in the character of war, not upon those who wait to adapt themselves
after the changes occur. "I2 General Douhet would undoubtedly agree that those
that do not anticipate the changes in the character of war and adapt their doctrine
accordingly are, as Gordon McCormick would believe, doomed to face the
"catalyst of disaster."
Disaster is too high a price to pay for failing to make needed doctrinal reforms,
especially in an era that has produced such ominous terms as "massive
retaliation," "assured destruction," and "nuclear winter." Future US military
doctrine, to be truly responsive to the large variety of potential threats, must be
flexible. It must insist on organizational, force structure, and weaponapplication flexibility. In order to do this, we must put aside stereotypical views
of strategic, tactical, theater, and space forces and adopt a more balanced or
indivisible view.
The primary lesson of air warfare has been that our aerospace forces are
indeed indivisible. World War 11 proved that while the long-range bomber was
indispensable to victory it was neither invincible nor decisive, as prewar doctrine
had maintained. The war further demonstrated the vital need for "tactical" air
power and the awesome power of a combined air offensive. Korea and Vietnam
vividly demonstrated the need for nonnuclear combat capability (and conversely
disproved the massive retaliation theory) and validated the bomber's role as both
a strategic and tactical weapon.
The expansion of the Soviet nuclear arsenal made it essential that we possess a
force capable of deterring nuclear attack against both our homeland and those of
our allies. At the same time, the rise of well-armed third world nations (Soviet
clients and others) and the increasing need to counter history's largest
"conventional" military force have led to growing pressure for larger, more
capable conventional forces. These frequently conflicting and increasingly
expensive demands for a larger variety of capabilities can only be met by fully
recognizing the inherent flexibility of the individual elements of aerospace
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power. Only by deemphasizing the concept of strategic and tactical systems and
structures and by applying our forces according to their capabilities can we hope
to maintain a high confidence in the face of increasingly powerful and dangerous
adversaries.
This change in perception is enhanced by recent technological innovations.
The ET revolution brought about by advances in such technologies as high-speed
miniature circuitry, stealth technology, and high-efficiency propulsion systems
will do much to improve the multimission capability of our aerospace forces. It
will provide totally new air and space systems with advanced applications and
improvements to existing systems that will enhance their performance and
extend their useful lives. These advances have also provided the capability for a
truly global aerospace force. As weapon and delivery system ranges increase,
and as we rely more heavily on space, aerospace forces will be increasingly
capable of global-range, multitheather operations.
This dual perspective of the indivisibility and global nature of aerospace
forces must be incorporated into the way we do our business-how we think,
organize, and plan for applying aerospace forces. The United States is no longer
the undisputed global power it was during the first two decades after World War
11. We no longer face just one adversary but a lengthening list of countries armed
with everything from massive nuclear and sophisticated conventional weapons to
nothing more than obsolete small arms and a large dose of religious zeal.
Countering these diverse and widespread threats requires more than a strategic
Triad and a NATO war plan; it requires will and skill and carefully balanced
organizational and force structures. In addition to planning for those things we
would least like to occur, we must plan for those things that are most likely to
occur. This means thinking about unconventional war and Grenada- and
Falklands-style incursions as well as nuclear war and the invasion of Western
Europe. It means taking maximum advantage of technological innovations while
not expecting the miracles from them that only human endeavor can provide. It
means divorcing our weapon systems from antiquated concepts of application
that limit their overall effectiveness. This volume opened with the frightening
association of doctrine and disaster. It is only fitting that it close with a
prescription for success rather than failure. It comes from the same author,
Gordon McCormick, and serves to reemphasize the need for a balanced, flexible
aerospace force-an indivisible perspective:
Ideally, the assumptions upon which doctrine is based should be subject to frequent reexamination. In the end, doctrine, whether it serves as a precept for action or as a guide to
weapons development, can be no more effective than the assumptions that underlie it are
accurate.l3
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